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Executive summary

From January to April 2012, Mali underwent the fourth Tuareg uprising of its post-colonial 
history, an Islamist takeover of all the northern cities and an improvised military coup. This 
succession of destabilising events came as a surprise to all international observers, who long 
considered this country as a ‘poster child for democracy in Africa’. In their view, deposed 
President Amadou Toumani Touré (ATT) appeared to shoulder the prime responsibility for 
the 2012 crisis. And while it is without doubt accurate to say that the former leader of Mali 
contributed in large part to the political degradation and worsening security conditions 
of the country, the root causes of the conflict are to be found elsewhere, predating ATT’s 
presidency.

This paper, the first report of the new Maghreb-Sahel Programme of the Clingendael 
Institute’s Conflict Research Unit, aims to explore the most prominent root causes and 
global influences that account for the 2012 crisis. It addresses the local issues that have 
played a significant role in undermining peace and security and explores the international 
dynamics that have contributed to this malaise. On the basis of that analysis, the paper seeks 
to give the many local and international bodies now engaged in the Sahel region, and in 
Mali in particular, food for thought as to what political, social and developmental challenges 
remain to be addressed so as to prevent a recurrence of armed conflict and institutional 
collapse. The paper should serve as a clear warning to all those who believe the international 
community can move on once the immediacy of crisis management in Mali has ended.

When Mali gained independence from France in 1960, the new government had to assert its 
authority on a large territory, including desert regions where Tuareg and Arab communities 
directly challenged its authority. This already difficult task proved to be even more challenging 
because of the deep resentment of Malian state officials towards sections of the northern 
populations whom they regarded as the main obstacle to national unity. The southern elites 
resolved to focus their political and economic efforts on the ‘useful’ south of Mali, gradually 
marginalising the north of the country and imposing military rule on those regions.

Simmering and historically rooted distrust had led to four Tuareg and Arab uprisings following 
independence: in 1963, 1991, 2006 and 2012. Even though peace agreements were signed and 
multiple demobilisation programmes implemented, none of them succeeded in normalising 
the relationship between the north and Bamako. Those repeated failures are, in part, a direct 
consequence of the Malian state’s strategy of taming the north. In order to prevent one group 
from gaining too much influence and posing a threat to central state authority, Bamako 
sought to divide the northern ‘front’ and exploit interethnic and sectarian tensions to impose 
its authority. Among the instruments of this strategy were the use of electoral zoning to 
favour certain Tuareg tribes over other groups or the Arab community. Bamako also regularly 
employed ethnic-based vigilantes (Songhay and Fulani Ganda Koy or Ganda Iso, and today 
the Groupe d’auto-défense Touareg Imghad et allies (GATIA) movement) to counter the Tuareg 
and Arab threat.

The direct and long-term consequences of this counter-insurgency strategy were deep 
animosity between northern populations, fierce resentment by communities towards the 
central state, and a very heterogeneous distribution of needs and demands that made 
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inclusive peace talks and agreements far harder to reach. Indeed, Tuareg, Arab, Songhay or 
Fulani northern people all have different political agendas, and do not share the same culture, 
political history, languages or traditions. They do not all recognise ‘Azawad’ as their common 
land, or the necessity of independence. Arabs and Tuaregs for instance, while not always 
opposed to Bamako, have long been in confrontation with the central state; the Fulani and 
the Songhay, on the other hand, have been far closer to Bamako, and have worked alongside 
the Malian regime for decades. The divisions between northern populations is a crucial 
element in understanding the difficulty in converting post-conflict stability into anything like 
sustainable peace.

Furthermore, intra-Malian tensions and community distrust have been aggravated by foreign 
interference and other, more passive, forces who have served to aid and abet tensions in the 
north. By taking advantage of the general weakness of the Malian state, these external actors 
have sought to build their influence primarily in the north.

The north of Mali indeed became a prize in the eyes of countries like Libya and Algeria, two 
regional powers that have long sought to push their agenda for Sahelian influence as a step 
to broader geopolitical primacy. Colonel Qaddafi attempted to garner the support of Malian 
Tuareg communities in order to fulfil his ambition of forming a League of Grand Sahara 
Tribes and impose himself as a continental leader. Alternating between promises of support 
for Tuareg rebellious endeavours and mediation in the aftermath of uprisings, he managed 
to establish Libya as a key player in Mali. Algeria, seeing the north of Mali as its natural 
backyard and a privileged territory in which to channel its own national insecurity (namely, 
Islamist terror groups), used its role as a regional counter-terrorist leader to assert influence 
in the northern regions. Over time, it challenged Libya as mediator in the aftermath of Tuareg 
uprisings.

Ethnic manipulation and foreign meddling were not the only signs of a state whose presence 
in Mali’s north was partial, partisan and unpopular with many groups. Foreign charitable 
organisations, among them Arab-speaking non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and 
Islamic preaching movements, proliferated. Playing the role of social and security providers 
in the absence of a functioning state, Middle Eastern NGOs spread their own version of 
Islam within the north. This diffusion of new ideologies – mostly challenging the tradition 
of religious tolerance and Islamic syncretism cherished by southern populations – added 
another layer of tension and misunderstanding between the north and south of Mali. 
Southern populations have indeed held the northern tribes, especially the Arab and Tuareg, 
responsible for the growing influence of radical Islamic doctrines.

In the wake of the first hostage-taking activities in the Sahel, and the subsequent increase 
in attention on the country by Mali’s Western partners, several international security and 
development programmes have been implemented. However, their exclusive focus on 
fighting terrorist and security threats in the Sahel, with limited consideration for other civilian 
issues such as economic development or social grievances, turned these programmes into 
accelerators of discontent and emblems of the negligence of public needs in the north. 
Moreover, weak ownership of these programmes by Malian counterparts, local embezzlement 
and a lack of regional cooperation have weakened the overall results of these efforts.
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Introduction

The 2012 Malian crisis has placed Amadou Toumani Touré’s regime in the dock of history. 
Accused by many, both inside and outside the country, of being the chief culprit for the 
breakdown of his country, President Touré has at times appeared to be the sole scapegoat for 
the conflict.

However, the crisis of 2012, which will be recounted briefly below, was also undeniably the 
result and most recent manifestation of Mali’s political history as well as the long-standing 
distrust between different ethnic communities. Economic frustration, political resentment 
and strategic opportunity-taking, all of them rooted in the fragmented nature of the country, 
played a significant role in the crisis. As a result, any effort to achieve sustainable peace now 
needs to address not just the immediate run-up to the latest armed conflict in the country, 
but also the conditions that account for the recurrence of crisis.

The 2012 crisis: the fissures of a united insurrection

On 17 January 2012, three years after the last north-south peace agreement in Mali, a fourth 
‘Tuareg’ rebellion was launched through the attack on a Malian military garrison in the north-
eastern town of Menaka. Contrary to previous attacks, the rebel combatants seemed better 
prepared and organised, and above all appeared to have much more equipment than their 
predecessors, boasting ‘the most impressive arsenal ever seen in the north of Mali’.1

The National Movement for the Liberation of Azawad (MNLA), created in October 2011 by 
former Tuareg exiles in Libya, succeeded in gathering all the rebellious factions that had been 
divided and weakened by political disputes over time. As a result, the MNLA managed to 
represent all the main communities of the northern regions of Mali.2 The accidental death of 
the MNLA’s chief instigator, Ibrahim ag Bahanga, in a car accident in August 2011 near Kidal 
could have endangered its military plans and encouraged new divisions. However, neither 
his death, nor Iyad ag Ghali’s failure to impose himself as the political leader of the MNLA,3 
undermined the planning that led to the January 2012 rebellion. Iyad ag Ghali, an historic 
figure of the Tuareg movement, was one of the key negotiator in the conclusion of the 1992 
National pact. His stance in the negotiations, mainly advancing the interests of his own clan, 
coupled with his rampant radicalisation during the 1990s, had lost him the trust of other 
Tuareg communities.

1 Morgan, A., ‘The Causes of the Uprising in Northern Mali’, ThinkAfricaPress, 6 February 2012, 
http://thinkafricapress.com/mali/causes-uprising-northern-mali-tuareg (accessed 11 December 2014).

2 The northern regions of Mali are home to 10 percent of the national population and are composed of 
several ethnic groups, especially the Tuareg, the Arabs, the Fulani and the Songhay. For more information, 
see Chapter 2, Section 2.

3 After being sent by the Malian government as a consular advisor to Saudi Arabia (from 2007 to his expulsion 
in 2010), he came to Mali and tried to impose himself as the leader of the new Tuareg rebel group, the MNLA, 
capitalising on his historic role in previous rebellions. The leadership of the MNLA was denied him, in part 
because of his radicalisation and his contested role in the last peace agreements.

http://thinkafricapress.com/mali/causes-uprising-northern-mali-tuareg
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1990-1996: Second Tuareg rebellion
• 1991: Tamanrasset agreements
• 1992: National pact
• 1996: Cérémonie des flammes de la paix

2006-2009: Third Tuareg rebellion
• 2006: Algiers agreements
• 2009: Sebha agreements (Libya)

2011: Creation of the MNLA

January 2012: Beginning of the fourth Tuareg rebellion

22 March 2012: Military coup in Bamako

April-May 2012: Islamist take-over of the rebellion

By the end of April, the northern cities of Aguelhoc, Lere, Tinzaouatene, Tessalit, Kidal, 
Timbuktu and Gao were controlled by the rebellion. However, the MNLA was not able to 
preserve Tuareg and Arab unity. A few days after the first military operations, a new Tuareg 
group called Ansar Dine was created, led by Iyad ag Ghali. Contrary to the MNLA’s military 
and political commanders, Iyad ag Ghali had a long and varied role in Mali’s history of 
rebellions, of particular note is his alleged collusion with the Al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb 
(AQIM) movement.4

Soon after the emergence of Ansar Dine in northern Mali, the nature of the rebellion changed 
and the MNLA began to lose its influence. While Tuareg rebel groups were first supported 
by Ansar Dine in their military takeover of northern cities, the MNLA progressively became 
the enemy of Iyad ag Ghali’s new coalition. On top of fulfilling his own leadership ambitions, 
ag Ghali and his Ansar Dine movement sought to implement sharia law and to rehabilitate 
the authority and leadership of the religious elders, the Ulema. Helped by AQIM and the 
Movement for Oneness and the Jihad in West Africa (MUJAO),5 Iyad ag Ghali rapidly took 
over control of the rebellion. At the same time, he abandoned the political objective of 
independence for the Azawad region proclaimed by the MNLA.6 The occupation of all the 

4 During the 1990s, ag Ghali made an important change in religious direction by joining the Jamaat ut-Tabligh, 
a missionary movement originating in India that preaches a rigorous Islamic faith of personal redemption and 
which was introduced into Mali in the mid-1990s. Suspicions arose regarding his ties with AQIM, the terrorist 
organisation present in Mali since 2003. The central role Iyad played in the release of 32 European hostages 
abducted by AQIM in 2003 raised questions. The fact that the Tuareg rebellion of 2006, led by ag Ghali, 
benefited from AQIM support further questions the nature of his relationship with the terrorist group. When ag 
Ghali was denied the leadership of the MNLA in 2011, he decided to create Ansar Dine, an organisation whose 
purpose is to implement sharia law across Mali. Again, allegations were made regarding Ansar Dine’s relations 
with AQIM, especially during the battle of Aguelhoc. For more information on Iyad ag Ghali, see: International 
Crisis Group, Mali: Avoiding Escalation, Africa report no. 189, July 2012. 

5 MUJAO is a breakaway faction of AQIM, led by Hamada Ould Mohamed Kheirou at the time of its creation 
(December 2011). The split with AQIM was reportedly due to the marginalisation of its black African 
members and the prevalence of Algerians in leadership positions. The group would later merge with Mokhtar 
Belmokhtar’s Signed in Blood Battalion (another offshoot of AQIM) in order to create Al Mourabitoune.

6 The MNLA proclaimed the independence of Azawad on the 6 April 2012, after a series of attacks on cities 
defended by the Malian army. Ansar Dine was quick to differentiate itself from the objectives of the MNLA, 
rejecting the independence of Azawad and advocating instead the implementation of sharia law all over the 
country.
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major towns in the north led to the establishment of a new order based on, for instance, the 
creation of an Islamic police force in charge of enforcing new religious rules (on clothing, or 
the banning of ‘secular’ practices like smoking or playing football) or removing all un-Islamic 
‘vestiges’ (bars and clubs, as well as the polytheist mausoleums in the town of Timbuktu).

A coup in the south

While the northern regions were going through an unprecedented security crisis marked 
by the split of the most important rebel movement, the general situation in Mali suddenly 
deteriorated following an improvised military coup on 22 March 2012. From the beginning of 
the Tuareg rebellions and the first casualties suffered by the Malian military, public discontent 
grew, especially in Bamako. Mothers and wives of southern soldiers fighting on the northern 
front protested against the poor condition of the military. Poorly equipped, badly trained 
and irregularly paid, Malian soldiers – mostly southerners – had always feared fighting in 
the north, some 1,400km away from their homes or families. According to one analyst, ‘For a 
southern soldier from Sikasso or Kati, being sent up north to patrol the open desert is akin to 
a Muscovite being sent to Siberia in the 19th century.’7

Popular historical anger against the ‘armed bandits’, traffickers and smugglers of the north 
was compounded by resentment against the Malian authorities themselves. Denounced 
by the military as the main culprits behind the impossibility of quelling the rebellion, the 
Ministry of Defence, the military chief of staff and ATT were at the centre of popular 
discontent. On 21 March, low and middle-ranked officers from the Soundjata Keita military 
camp in Kati (16km from Bamako) mutinied. They decided to go straight to the Koulouba 
presidential palace, where red berets from the presidential guard briefly resisted before 
finally abandoning their position after President Toure’s evacuation around 9pm. On 
22 March, Green Beret Captain Sanogo, aged 40, appeared on the national television channel 
ORTM as the head of a new military ‘Comité national pour le redressement de la démocratie 
et la restauration de l’État’ (CNRDRE). Kati putschists suspended all Mali’s democratic 
institutions, and even arrested some of the main political leaders, with the exception of 
Ibrahim Boubacar Keita.8

At the end of March 2012, Mali thus faced two critical political and security threats. 
On the one hand, half the territory was controlled by Islamist groups, governing through 
different rules and law and offering no recognition of Bamako’s constitutional authority; 
on the other hand, a military junta had seized power in the south, imprisoned most of the 
legitimate authorities, and called for revenge in the north. Confusion was at its peak and 
only international diplomatic pressures enabled the restoration of apparent political order 

7 Morgan, A., op. cit. 
8 Ibrahim Boubacar Keita (IBK), an important figure in the Malian opposition, had long denounced the policies 

of ATT. When the military junta decided to hold elections in order to transfer power to a democratically elected 
president, IBK received the support of Captain Sanogo and the ex-junta (2013). This led numerous observers 
to believe that IBK collaborated with the junta to overthrow ATT. For more information, see Bakary, M., 
‘22 Mars 2012, 22 Mars 2014: IBK, l’ex-Cnrdre: de la collaboration à la confrontation?’, Maliweb, 14 April 2014, 
http://www.maliweb.net/politique/22-mars-2012-22-mars-2014-ibk-lex-cnrdre-de-la-collaboration-la-
confrontation-202476.html (accessed 18 December 2014).

http://www.maliweb.net/politique/22-mars-2012-22-mars-2014-ibk-lex-cnrdre-de-la-collaboration-la-confrontation-202476.html
http://www.maliweb.net/politique/22-mars-2012-22-mars-2014-ibk-lex-cnrdre-de-la-collaboration-la-confrontation-202476.html
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on 6 April.9 On the same day, however, the MNLA unilaterally declared independence of 
the Azawad region.

Mali’s multiple crises brought into serious question the political regime’s strength and the 
real popular adherence to national unity. For years, the country had been commended 
for its democratic transition, institutions and overall political progress. Labelled by many 
international partners as the ‘poster child for democracy’, Mali was depicted as an example 
for the entire African continent.10 What the 2012 crisis appeared to reveal, however, was a 
giant fraud by the Malian political regime, especially since the election of Amadou Toumani 
Touré in 2002 and the establishment of his ‘consensus model of democracy’.

While the downward spiral evidently reached its peak in 2012, it had nevertheless been 
underway for several years, even for decades in the eyes of the most pessimistic observers.11 
This leads to two questions in particular: how did the political situation degenerate so 
quickly? And, more important, why had northern Mali become a hotbed for rebellions and 
criminal activities?

Amadou Toumani Touré: a scapegoat for the 2012 crisis?

In answer to both questions, Amadou Toumani Touré12 is consistently presented as the 
chief, even unique, culprit for all Malian mistakes or failures. He undoubtedly contributed 
significantly to the political weaknesses and worsening security threats that plagued the 
country, but there is also no doubt that Mali’s north-south relationships had been strained 
for several decades, and for some time before ATT took office in 2002. Unemployment, 
poverty, systemic inequalities, geographic isolation and lack of political representativeness 
indeed appeared to be as, if not more, important as ATT’s failures in explaining the 2012 
crisis. Since Mali became independent in 1960, territorial unity has been questioned and 
distrust between northern and southern communities has risen. Lack of goodwill on both 
sides, foreign spoiling influences and Bamako’s game of divide and rule have contributed to 
heightened tensions between communities.

9 On 6 April 2012, ECOWAS rejected the MNLA declaration of independence. It then concluded an agreement 
with the military junta for the return of constitutional order to Mali. Dioncouda Traoré, President of the 
National Assembly, was appointed as Mali’s interim president. 

10 During a presidential visit to Mali in 2003, French President Chirac declared: ‘President Touré’s political 
consensus is probably, as every international specialists state, an exemplary model of democracy’, even 
wishing that ‘all other countries in the world do the same thing’. Joint press conference with Amadou Toumani 
Touré, Bamako, 25 October 2003.

11 See for instance the intervention of Laurent Bigot, director of the West-Africa desk, French Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rn67xaLPCBM or Mann, G., ‘The mess in Mali: How the war 
on terror ruined a success story in West Africa’, Foreign Policy Magazine, 5 April 2012, http://foreignpolicy.
com/2012/04/05/the-mess-in-mali/ (accessed 10 December 2014).

12 Lieutenant-Colonel Amadou Toumani Touré (ATT) overthrew President Moussa Traoré in 1991 and established 
the Comité Transitoire du Salut du Peuple (CTSP). He kept his promise of organising fair elections in June 1992, 
after which Alpha Oumar Konaré was elected. During Konaré’s presidency (1992-2002), ATT held the position 
of ‘médiateur de la République’, participating in mediations in the Great Lakes region and the Central African 
Republic. In 2002, he ran for president as an independent candidate, and was elected. He was then re-elected 
in 2007, with more than 68 percent of the votes. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rn67xaLPCBM
http://foreignpolicy.com/2012/04/05/the-mess-in-mali/
http://foreignpolicy.com/2012/04/05/the-mess-in-mali/
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While these tensions have existed for decades, ATT’s 10-year regime contributed, first, 
to fostering the gap between Mali’s public image and the political reality, and second, to 
speeding the collapse of this democratic façade. By perverting local traditions of political 
dialogue13 for electoral purposes, or buying social and community peace with dangerous 
security compromises,14 President Touré fed his own weaknesses and fundamentally 
endangered Malian stability.

The Malian regime had been unable to address the issues that weakened national unity for 
decades or to create the conditions for an homogenous development of the country. It had 
also favoured community divisions in order to strengthen its power.15 As a result, ATT’s 
trademark ‘wait-and-see’ approach in political, security and religious matters encouraged 
what were already established trends: namely, the emergence and development of areas 
free of state presence, and even the control of entire regions or strategic axes by groups 
involved in illicit or criminal activities that exerted a kind of para-sovereignty. ATT’s rule 
also deepened Malian’s dependence on foreign or neighbouring countries’ assistance, and 
sometimes their political interference. The roles of Algeria and Libya in northern Mali have 
been highlighted several times, and it appears that the Malian authorities had become unable 
to control or regulate those exogenous influences.16 Conjecture as to the fate of promising 
northern natural resources, and to foreigners’ economic prospects (including those of the 
Algerian public company SONATRACH for instance), also contributed to straining national 
relationships between north and south.

Furthermore, regular droughts or food crises in northern regions drove the development 
of foreign NGO activities. The particular permissiveness of ATT’s regime to some of these 
NGOs, especially regarding their Islamic-related activities (preaching, training of the Imam, 
Madrasas financing, etc) illustrated how the drift to foreign dependence had already 

13 In the beginning of the 13th century, the Emperor Soundjata Keita, founder of Mali in 1235, instituted a ‘great 
council’ formula that was later reproduced by all Mandingue emperors and kings. This ‘Malian’ way of doing 
politics and managing the state has had a strong normative influence on Mali until today.

14 See for instance the story of ‘Air Cocaine’, a Boeing carrying tons of cocaine that landed in Tarkint, near Gao 
in northern Mali, in 2009. The plane, unable to take off, was burned and the crew fled with the consignment. 
Suspicions have arisen regarding the involvement of high-level Malian officials, leading many to believe 
that corruption had reached the highest spheres of the state. See for instance: Malijet, ‘Affaire Air Cocaine: 
ATT dans de sales draps’, Malijet, 10 March 2014, http://malijet.com/a_la_une_du_mali/95651-affaire-‘’-
air-cocaïne-’’-att-dans-de-sales-draps.html (accessed 7 December 2014). See also the allegations of ATT 
connivance with hostage takers: Hasseye, A., ‘Les origines du grand mal de 2012: ATT et le piége des otages’, 
Maliactu, 17 July 2014, http://maliactu.net/les-origines-du-grand-mal-de-2012-att-et-le-piege-des-otages/ 
(accessed 7 December 2014).

15 Under ATT, southern nationalism, or regionalism, developed. People of the north were seen as ‘highway thugs’, 
drug dealers and corrupt. The fact that northern groups staged four rebellions fostered an image of them as 
‘spoiled kids’, eternally unhappy with the formal concessions that were made to them. The animosity between 
communities is also the result of Bamako’s ‘divide and rule’ strategy in the north. After the 2006 Algiers 
agreement, Ibrahim ag Bahanga, one of the main instigators of the rebellion, resumed guerrilla warfare against 
government troops. In response, ATT created an Arab militia, led by Abderahmane Ould Meydou (a Tilemsi 
Arab), and a Tuareg militia, led by El Hadj Gamou (a Tuareg Imghad, harbouring a visceral disdain for the 
Ifoghas), to conduct counter-insurgency against ag Bahanga.

16 Libya and Algeria have always been reluctant to acknowledge the separatist claims of Malian Tuaregs. The 
reason behind this stance is that their own southern populations (Tuareg or Berbers) might be inspired by a 
successful Tuareg uprising in Mali. To prevent this, both Algeria and Libya have developed contacts with local 
populations in northern Mali. 

http://malijet.com/a_la_une_du_mali/95651-affaire-''-air-cocaïne-''-att-dans-de-sales-draps.html
http://malijet.com/a_la_une_du_mali/95651-affaire-''-air-cocaïne-''-att-dans-de-sales-draps.html
http://maliactu.net/les-origines-du-grand-mal-de-2012-att-et-le-piege-des-otages/
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worn down Mali’s formal sovereignty, only for the presidency of ATT to make matters 
considerably worse.17

When the Malian political regime collapsed in March 2012, after a successful but improvised 
mutiny of middle-class officers, Mali effectively revealed its ‘institutional nudity’ and the 
political fraud that the international community believed or pretended to believe in for years – 
and even, in some cases, helped to build.

Structure of the paper

Considering the work that has already been carried out in an effort to describe in detail the 
events of 2012, and to identify the immediate factors causing the conflict,18 this report is 
dedicated to discussing the root causes of the conflict. In so doing, it addresses the long-run 
trends that were accentuated under ATT, and eventually manifested in the sudden collapse of 
state control in the north and democratic continuity in the south.

Chapter 1 explores the dynamics of the state-building process in Mali and the long-term 
opposition between Bamako’s authorities (and southern populations in general) and 
the Tuareg and Arab nomadic groups. It gives an overview of the main historical factors 
accounting for the tensions between communities, and explains how frustration and distrust 
have shaped ‘north-south’19 relationships since the independence of Mali in 1960. Chapter 
2 analyses the violence that accompanied the post-colonial process and the progressive 
establishment of a growing security threat in the north, which was met with a series of 
ineffective Malian responses. Bamako’s conflictual relationships with the nomadic groups 
and the political authorities’ repressive approach towards the ‘northern issue’ contributed to 
fostering the gap between north and south, and to opening the door to foreign interference. 
The presence of AQIM in the north, the extreme porosity of the Algerian border and the 
return of ‘Libyan’ fighters after Qaddafi’s fall are among the main factors that have led to 
the 2012 crisis, and which are hallmarks of this hollowing out of official state control and its 
substitution by foreign influence. Chapter 3 details these factors, and highlights the regional 
and international interferences that have helped to foster the crisis. It discusses the massive 
security cooperation between Mali and Western countries and analyses the unexpected 
consequences of counter-terrorist programmes on global stability.

17 Moussa Traoré, for instance, had to strengthen his ties with Arab-speaking states in order to financially 
sustain his one-party system. By doing so, not only did he make concessions to religious countries despite the 
secular character of the Malian state, but he also gave a larger audience to religious authorities. In the wake of 
the 1990s ‘third wave’ of democratisation, religious institutions gained more influence in Mali. This is especially 
true of Islamic associations, such as NGOs, which started to settle in the country, often sponsored by Arabic 
states. For more information, see: Shulz, D., ‘Political factions, ideological fictions: the controversy over Family 
law reform in democratic Mali’, Islamic Law and Society, 10(1), 2003, 137. 

18 For instance, International Crisis Group, op. cit; Thurston, A. and Lebovich, A., A handbook on Mali’s 2012-2013 
crisis, Institute for the Study of Islamic Thought in Africa (ISITA), 2013; Arieff, A., Crisis in Mali, Congressional 
Research Service, 14 January 2013, https://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/row/R42664.pdf (accessed 5 December 
2014); Neriah, J., Strategic considerations following the crisis in Mali, Foundation for Social Studies and Analysis 
papers, no. 165, February 2013; Bonnecase, V. and Brachet, J., ‘Crises et chuchotements au Sahel’, Politique 
Africaine, 130, August 2013, 260.

19 In this report, north and south generally refer to northern nomadic groups, historically opposed to Bamako 
authority, and black African populations living south of the Niger river and who never considered Tuareg or 
Arabs as a full part of the national community and thus aimed to marginalise them from political power and 
economic development.

https://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/row/R42664.pdf
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By describing the dynamics that have led, at sub-national, national, regional and international 
levels, to the 2012 crisis, this report aims to identify the foundations of what would be a viable, 
long-term plan for peace and security in Mali. It also serves as a one of the starting points 
for the new Maghreb-Sahel research programme which the Clingendael Institute’s Conflict 
Research Unit has launched, with the support of the Dutch National Postcode Lottery.
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1. The failed path to national unity

The events of 2012 were the most recent illustration of long-standing tensions between the 
southern and northern parts of Mali. With independence and the end of French colonial rule 
came the need for new Malian political elites to assert their authority over the whole territory. 
However, the approach taken at that time not only exacerbated tensions between government 
and northerners, but also led to the gradual political and economic marginalisation of the 
north. This withdrawal of the central state from a region once seen as prosperous and 
valuable turned northern Mali into a liability, and a security threat for the whole region.

The purpose of this chapter is to uncover the different elements that led to southern elites 
domination over northern Malian, and the construction of a radical opposition between 
north and the Malian authorities. It analyses the historical fault lines that preceded feelings 
of resentment among northern communities, the policies implemented by the central 
government that led populations in the north to turn on the state, and the foreign influences 
that aggravated an already explosive situation.

The dominance of the south in the aftermath of decolonisation

The Tuareg uprising of 2012 revealed an insurmountable tension between the north and 
south of Mali. This resentment can be partly traced back to methods of state formation in the 
immediate aftermath of decolonisation, which promoted aggressive unity and the constant 
marginalisation, in economic and political terms, of the north.

Despite past political unity (including the Soundjata Keïta Epic and history of the Malian 
Empire from the 13th century20), relationships between north and south populations have 
always been distrustful. The French occupation even exacerbated these resentment. This is 
due to the attitude of the French during the colonial period, when they decided to educate 
a ruling class almost exclusively composed of majority black southerners. When these new 
ruling elites decided to free themselves from the colonial rule, they had to find a way to assert 
political authority over the whole Malian territory, and used strategies to do so that ranged 
from favouritism and patronage to economic marginalisation, divide-and-rule strategies and 
military control. This was far from helpful in strengthening the country’s unity and popular 
adherence to the construction of a nation. In fact, by establishing an independent centralised 
state, based on the political and economic subordination of the north, the post-colonial elites 
laid the foundations for northern rebellions and future state failure. This chapter discusses 
how historical fault lines between the north and the south have shaped these dynamics.

Historical fault lines between the north and the south
While northern Mali is now seen by Malian authorities as a problem rather than a valuable 
part of the country, it has not always been that way. At times of trans-Saharan trades and 
royal pilgrimages to Mecca, northern regions were considered as key elements in the 

20 In 1235 in Niani, Soundjata Keïta created the Malian Empire and established rules of political dialogue 
between kingdoms and communities. These rules constitute a significant foundation of Malian political history 
and remain a powerful symbol in the country.
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economic prosperity and political power of Mali. Northern Mali was an area of exploitation, 
commercial trade and a meeting point between Arab, Saharan and African worlds. Timbuktu, 
for instance, was a powerful commercial metropolis where gold was exchanged, negotiated 
and sold to countries in the Maghreb, Mashreq, Europe and the Mediterranean gulf. North 
Mali also had the monopoly over the extraction of salt, a commodity then seen as princely.

The end of the Malian great empires and French colonisation preceded the exclusion of 
northern regions from the centre of power. When the Malian government decided to abandon 
the Common Organisation of the Saharan Regions (OCRS)21 project in 1963, only five years 
after its inception, in order to avoid obstacles to its nation-building objectives, if fed a strong 

21 The OCRS aimed to establish an administrative grouping of Saharan regions – from Sudan to Chad – where oil 
was starting to be exploited.

Map 1 The OCRS and the natural resources in the Sahel region
Source: ‘Les collections de l’histoire N. 58-63’, in Bossard, L., ed., An Atlas of the Sahara Sahel, 

OECD, Sahel and West Africa Club, 2015, 115.
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political resistance to the growing southern influence. Until then, OCRS membership had 
served as a counterweight to the rising political and territorial domination of the southern-
dominated Malian state over the traditional nomadic areas that the Tuareg regarded as their 
own.22 Mali’s exit from the OCRS fed a strong conviction among the Tuareg of northern Mali 
that they had been abandoned by the south.23

The decision to marginalise the north after independence, which has been illustrated by 
the will of the central state to affirm its territorial integrity all over the country, added to the 
historical bias between northerners and southerners. Southern populations, indeed, have 
a profoundly negative perception of the north. The Tuareg are historically associated with 
insecurity because of their long and mythicised experience of ‘rezzou’,24 or raiding, against 
sedentary people. Other northerners, especially the Fulani or the Songhay people, have been 
the regular victims of these attacks. It partly explains the support of those communities for 
Malian independence and the authority of Bamako. The role of some northern nomadic 
groups in the trans-Saharan slave trade also helps to explain the historic and long-standing 
distrust between north and south.

Since 1960, the Tuareg and the Arab populations have never succeeded in fitting within the 
new Malian state model and have been regularly marginalised from positions of power and 
the central ‘national cake’. Northern populations did not directly benefit from development 
programmes (unlike the south to a certain extent), nor did they succeed in securing access 
to the state’s rent (due to very limited representation in parliament and government). This 
unequal access to state resources can be seen as the result of a divide-and-rule strategy 
implemented by the Malian government, which reached its peak under the ATT regime.

Divide-and-rule strategies
Beyond the political and economic marginalisation of northern populations, southern 
authorities kept trying to divide northern communities in order to prevent one group from 
gaining too much political influence and to ensure a weakened north. Electoral zoning 
constituted, for example, an important resource for the authorities in Bamako in terms of 
political representation of northern communities.25 By deciding to increase representation of 
the less densely populated regions, the Malian government gave the Tuareg communities, 
mainly living in deserted areas, an electoral advantage over the Arabs, who are generally 
considered to be even ‘less Malian’ than the Tuaregs, especially because of the privileged 
links they were supposed to have with other Arab-speaking countries (Mauritania, Algeria, 
Libya). It allowed them not only to favour the Tuareg over the Arabs, but also to favour 
certain groups within the Tuareg community. The underlying idea was to ‘reward’ those 
Tuareg communities that were the most hostile vis-à-vis the French coloniser and those that 

22 Keita, N., ‘De l’identitaire au problème de la territorialité. L’OCRS et les sociétés Kel Tamacheq au Mali’, in: 
Mali-France: Regards sur une histoire partagée, ed. Gemdev., Donniya et Khartala., Bamako/Paris, 2005, 91-121.

23 See for instance: Boilley, P. ‘L’organisation commune des régions sahériennes’, in: Bernus, E. et al., Nomades 
et commandants. Administration coloniale et sociétés nomades dans l’Ancienne AOF, Paris: Editions Karthala, 
215-240.

24 The ‘rezzou’ is a hostile raid for purposes of conquest, plunder, and capture of slaves. Sedentary populations 
have historically been the target of such sporadic attacks.

25 Northern populations are represented by 19 deputies in the National Assembly (eight for Gao, seven for 
Timbuktu and four for Kidal since 2011). Every five years 147 deputies are elected. The electoral code 
stipulates one deputy per 60,000 inhabitants and one additional seat is stipulated for areas of 40,000 to 60,000 
inhabitants. Areas containing less than 40,000 inhabitants also benefit from one seat, which allows for a better 
representation of less populated areas, such as Kidal. 
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immediately supported the post-colonial regime. The Tuareg Iwellemmedan, for instance, 
a group spread in several northern districts, was more represented than the Tuareg Ifoghas 
ruling class, concentrated in the Adrar and supposed to have collaborated with the colonial 
settlers. But overall, the exercise of power largely remained the prerogative of southern elites, 
who made the rules and controlled the administration. When the 2012 crisis erupted, out 
of 147 deputies, only 12 Tuaregs were elected to the National Assembly while not a single 
representative of the Arab community (about 5 percent of the total population) occupied a 
seat. Since the last legislative elections in 2013, Zahabi Ould Sidi Mohamed is the first (and 
only) Arab representative to be elected for a position at the National Assembly.

On a security level, Bamako’s government has also tried to undermine northern power by 
using the deep divisions within communities and by actively supporting anti-Tuareg vigilantes. 
Tuareg and Songhay militias (Ganda Koy or Ganda Iso, and today the Tuareg Imghad and 
Allies Self-defense Group (Groupe d’auto-défense Touareg Imghad et allies GATIA movement), 
which have been financed and equipped by the Malian government, are a good illustration 
of Mali’s counter-insurgency tactics. These northern proxy combatants provided Bamako 
with an efficient tool to fight the Tuareg separatist movements and exacerbate tensions 
with northerners. Moreover, they gave the Malian authorities the opportunity to portray the 
northern region mainly as a security problem, and thereby to legitimate their own military 
approach to the situation.

Favouritism and patronage: Bamako’s appointment logic
While political dialogue and national consensus are said to have been part of the Malian 
political culture since the 13th century (Soundjata Keita’s political myth mainly), the post-
colonial period has been exclusively dominated by southern political and military elites, who 
have known each other for a long time and are used to working together, having enjoyed 
the same schools, the same clandestine anti-colonial or democratic associations, and the 
same political influences and international networks (Pan African movements, Internationale 
Socialiste). This southern microcosm has been the main actor in the construction of the post-
colonial state in Mali. Since independence, this solidarity-based group ran Mali for its own 
corporate interests, feeding a southern nationalism when it was politically necessary but 
without clearly addressing, at the same time, issues affecting south Mali communities (lack 
of economic development, high rate of corruption, very low generational turnover, etc). One 
cannot then consider an homogeneous and privileged south fighting against Tuareg or Arab 
irredentism but, more specifically, a central political society fighting for its own interests and 
using the southern nationalistic ground for consolidating its control over the Malian state.

In its own self-interest, Bamako implemented gestures of openness and reconciliation 
towards northern populations through the integration of northern elites into the state 
apparatus.26 However, these symbolic measures remained mostly focused on the need of the 
central state to use influential northern elites to ‘manage’ problems in the north.27 They also 

26 Appointment of Mohamed ag Hamani as Prime Minister under ATT, elections of Assarid ag Imbarcawane 
and Nock ag Attia to the position of Vice-President of the National Assembly and Vice-President of the High 
Council of Regional Authorities (Haut Conseil des Collectivités Territoriales – HCCT). 

27 As an example, see the nomination of ag Assarid as the head of the Malian programme for security and 
development of the northern regions – Programme spécial pour la paix, la sécurité et le développement du 
Nord Mali-PSPSDN or, more recently, the promotion of former Tuareg and Arab rebels into the armed forces 
in order to lead the recapture military operations – General ag Gamou (Tuareg Imghad) and General Ould 
Meydou (Arab Berabiche).
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followed the strategic objectives of Bamako leaders, who sought to instrumentalise local 
divisions between communities in order to assert their power. These symbolic nominations, 
and strategies of buying northern support, were never aimed at increasing the national 
adhesion of the northern population to the Malian state. On the contrary, while these 
co-option strategies generally aimed at strengthening the presence of the central state in the 
peripheral regions, they also contributed to de-legitimating some northern ‘collaborators’ and 
exacerbating tensions between groups. In the end, Arab and Tuareg populations remained 
largely excluded from political power and, as a consequence, from rent-sharing circuits 
(even if local embezzlement strategies allowed some connected northern circles to be 
indirectly part of those circuits).

On top of these patronage tactics, Malian authorities also tried to unilaterally assert 
their presence all over national territory, and especially the north, by appointing loyal 
(i.e., southern) civil and military servants (préfets, governors). Most of the time, these 
appointments were seen as a ‘punishment’ for southern officials who always considered 
the northern region to be a hostile place and, somehow, a means for Bamako to keep them 
away from the centre. Some of them, belonging to the Malian military, were designated as 
governors of the northern regions.28

Southern representatives sent to the northern regions then acted, most of the time, as if they 
were in a war or an occupied zone, with distrust and sometimes violence (several accusation 
of forced marriages, violence or humiliation of elders29). This policy greatly contributed to 
a deep discontent among Arab and Tuareg populations, who interpreted it as a second 
colonisation and never accepted this legal authority. By unilaterally setting out the terms 
and conditions of its institutional presence in the northern regions, the Bamako government 
directly paved the way for local contestation and resentment. Moreover, through discretionary 
appointments of some northern actors to official functions, without prior consultation with 
local communities or consideration of regional fragile balances, the Malian government 
only exacerbated tensions within northern populations. These measures played a big role in 
damaging relations between the north and the southern political society –fostering episodes 
of violence that have punctuated Malian history since independence.

The primacy of military means to enforce national unity
This perception, and the tendency of the Malian government to militarily administrate 
northern regions, has been very apparent since independence. It started in 1963 with 
the decision to place the north under martial law, and has continued recently with the 
appointment of Colonel Adama Kamissoko (a military senior ranking official) as the governor 
of Kidal after the 2012 rebellion.

The first post-colonial rebellion in 1963 can be seen as the direct consequence of this 
‘movement of local affirmation’ that encouraged some Tuareg to use the momentum of 

28 After the rebellion of 1963-64, the north of Mali was placed under military administration. The governor of 
the north was a military person, so were most of the teachers, doctors and the administration personnel. The 
logic of the central state was that the nomadic way of living was a plague, an obstacle to the construction of 
a national identity, that needed to be controlled. For more information, see Boilley, P., Les Touaregs Kel Adagh: 
Dépendances et révoltes – du Soudan Français au Mali contemporain, Paris, 2013, 644.

29 For a northern point of view, see for instance http://www.mnlamov.net/
actualites/34%E2%80%93actualites/51-lettre-ouverte-du-mouvement-national-de-lazawad%E2%80%93au-
peuple-malien-.html (accessed 10th February 2015).

http://www.mnlamov.net/actualites/34%E2%80%93actualites/51-lettre-ouverte-du-mouvement-national-de-lazawad%E2%80%93au-peuple-malien-.html
http://www.mnlamov.net/actualites/34%E2%80%93actualites/51-lettre-ouverte-du-mouvement-national-de-lazawad%E2%80%93au-peuple-malien-.html
http://www.mnlamov.net/actualites/34%E2%80%93actualites/51-lettre-ouverte-du-mouvement-national-de-lazawad%E2%80%93au-peuple-malien-.html
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political independence for their own separatist objectives.30 Despite several programmes 
aimed at reinforcing national unity and the legitimacy of the Bamako government within 
the northern region, north-south relations always remained overtly distrustful. The military 
coup in 1968 by General Moussa Traoré, and the establishment of a 30-year praetorian and 
centralised regime in Bamako (until the revolution of the 26 March 1991), did nothing to 
improve that.

Bamako’s ‘military’ approach to the northern issue has been seen as one of the major 
components of the 2012 crisis. The embezzlement of funds allocated to the Special 
Programme for Peace, Security and Development in northern Mali (PSPSDN in French) 
in order to construct military barracks in northern regions is a good illustration of this 
military pattern.31 Using money that was supposed to be spent on local economic and social 
development, Mali’s government decided to rebuild and re-equip its military infrastructure in 
the north. Local populations, hoping for social and development improvements, were greatly 
disappointed and saw this as another failure of state policy in the north.

By deliberately setting aside the economic and social dimensions of the repeated northern 
conflicts and mainly giving priority to repressive actions, Malian authorities paved the way for 
other non-national allegiances and foreign interferences.

Bypassing the Malian state: foreign aid and religious influences
Because of its geographic location, the north of Mali has always been a meeting point for 
foreign influences and for cultural, economic and religious connections. A constant lack 
of interest on the part of the Malian authorities, associated with post-colonial longing for 
a mythologised Tuareg state, have encouraged local populations to welcome and support 
some neighbouring countries’ interference. Over time, northern Mali even became a central 
location in the competition for regional leadership, especially between Libya and Algeria, 
the two most active ‘players’ in the region over the past 30 years. These countries have been 
sometimes accused of supporting the rebels (Libya), or using this geographic area to contain 
insecurity outside their own borders (Algeria).

On top of these foreign state influences, north Mali also attracted foreign charity 
organisations, who officially assisted local populations with humanitarian aid. It is indeed true 
that these organisations generally helped northern populations to handle the weaknesses of 
the Malian state in terms of publics services and goods. Islamic NGOs, for instance, fulfilled 
an important social role among northern populations; in the absence of any economic 
perspectives and the withdrawal of the state,32 they provided education, health services 
and water supply to local communities. However, some of these organisations, supported 

30 The Tuareg uprising of 1963 was initiated by the Kel Adrar (‘those who belong to the Adrar des Ifoghas’). 
The rebellion can be attributed to the post-independence momentum and the links that some Tuaregs chose 
to maintain with the French settlers. Seeing their influence fade away with the rise of the central state, and the 
access of black Africans to power, they resorted to violence.

31 The PSPSDN was designed to fight the insecurity in the north by emphasising the development of local 
populations. It was launched in 2010, with a total budget of 48.6 million Euros, with the important support of 
the European Union (24.4 percent of the funds allocated to the project).

32 Social spending by the state generally reached the richest groups of the population. For instance, the 
10 percent most educated children, the ones who stay the longest in school, absorb 50 percent of public 
resources. The same can be said about public health expenditure, as it generally reaches the richest quintiles 
of the poorest populations (17 percent of the poorest 20 percent of the population use the public health 
system). These people are mainly situated in the south of the country. For more information on regional 
disparities with regards to public social spending, see: World Bank, Mali: Social Safety Nets, 2011. 
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by foreign countries (Saudi Arabia, Qatar, UAE, Libya, Kuwait), were accused of combining 
their charity activities with religious programmes and preaching, or with illicit trade. As a 
consequence, and despite their positive effect on northern populations, the real intentions of 
these NGOs were often questioned.33

One of the most revealing examples of such alternatives to public systems of provision is 
that of the Madrasas. These religious schools rapidly became popular in Mali, and by the 
end of the 1980s, 25 percent of primary-age school children were attending these types of 
institution.34 Offering free education, the Madrasa enabled lower-class people to send their 
children to school, as it presented an alternative to the ineffective public education system 
and private schooling networks. But it also meant that the education was provided mostly in 
Arabic (in an area where colonial schools were not the norm, except for selected traditional 
leaders’ sons, and use of French language was not common35) and, therefore, created an 
additional gap between northern and southern populations.

Because of the inability of the Malian state to assert its authority on the whole territory, the 
northern regions were progressively controlled, or at least influenced, by foreign sponsors 
that sometimes directly contributed to questioning Malian unity. The historic position of 
the north in connecting the Maghreb and Mashreq regions with the rest of the country 
has progressively made those regions subject to suspicion, especially regarding religious 
influence and an alleged spread of radicalism.

As a result, while northern Mali was seen as the natural ‘front door’ for religious connections 
for centuries (with Maghreb and Middle East countries),36 it has been progressively 
suspected of becoming a playground for foreign religious influences and Islamic radicalism. 
Middle Eastern NGOs, religious and charity organisations and Islamic organisations have 
flourished in the north of the country in the context of State weakness in deserted regions, 

33 The Islamic NGOs combined their charity activities with some degree of dawa (preaching). The Afro-Arabian 
Cultural Institute (sponsored by Saudi Arabia), the World Association for the Islamic Call (Libya), Al Mountada 
(Saudi Arabia), the African Muslims Agency (Koweit), Islamic Relief (UK), the Hamdallaye Islamic Cultural 
Center (United Arab Emirates), the Red Crescent or Charity Qatar then played a big role in assisting Malian 
populations. See: Allemandou, S., ‘Is Qatar fuelling the crisis in North Mali?’, France24, 23 January 2013, 
http://www.france24.com/en/20130121-qatar-mali-france-ansar-dine-mnla-al-qaeda-sunni-islam-doha/ 
(accessed 2 December 2014) or International Crisis Group, Islamist terrorism in the Sahel: Fact or Fiction, Africa 
Report no. 92, March 2005.

34 According to Biandiougou Gakou, former ambassador of Mali to the Middle-East (Iran), the Madrasas helped 
the spread of Salafism in Mali by teaching the Wahhabi doctrine. In 2000 there were 520 madrasas in Mali 
(13 percent of the Malian pupils and approximately 100,000 young students). Maiga, F., ‘Aux sources de la crise 
Malienne’, Courrier International, 6 March 2013, http://www.courrierinternational.com/article/2013/03/06/aux-
sources-de-la-crise-malienne (accessed 2 December 2014).

35 In Mali in 2015, only 17 percent of the population were francophone: Organisation Internationale de la 
Francophonie, La langue française dans le monde, 2014, Paris, Éditions Nathan, 17. Moreover, in the north 
region, both French and Bambara were seen as oppressive (colonialism, post-colonial authoritative regime), 
see Dia, F., ‘Le mariage interlinguistique au Mali: Étude du cas de Bamako en 1987 et en 1998’, MA diss., 
Université Laval, 2011.

36 The procession to Mecca by Kankou Moussa Keita in 1324-1325, a Muslim, illustrates the importance of Islam 
in the region. Later, Islam became a central component of the new Songhay Empire of Mohamed Touré. The 
Songhay king spread Islam all over Mali by appointing royal civil servants in different regions. Islam would 
later be used as both a legitimating tool for the exercise of political power (during the Askia dynasty and the 
Bambara kingdoms) and as an instrument of mass mobilisation against colonialism (see El Hadj Omar Tall’s 
jihad against pagan states in 1852-1864 and Samory Touré’s holy war against Western domination in 1884-
1898).

http://www.france24.com/en/20130121-qatar-mali-france-ansar-dine-mnla-al-qaeda-sunni-islam-doha/
http://www.courrierinternational.com/article/2013/03/06/aux-sources-de-la-crise-malienne
http://www.courrierinternational.com/article/2013/03/06/aux-sources-de-la-crise-malienne
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importing Arab-speaking Imams and developing radical Islamic discourses that have been 
worrying central authorities and their Western partners.

Moreover, the diffusion of Wahhabism and the Tabligh Jamaat doctrine37 in Mali since the 
1990s has also played a role in Bamako’s suspicion regarding the north. The increasing 
influence of Saudi and Pakistani preachers and the growing popularity of the Tabligh 
proselytising organisations among northern populations, especially within the ranks of 
former Tuareg rebels, has worried Malian authorities and other foreign intelligence services. 
Despite a significant loss of influence since the 9/11 terrorist attacks,38 the Tabligh Jamaat still 
constitutes a strong religious reference among Tuaregs of the Ifoghas tribe. The radicalisation 
of Iyad ag Ghali, one of the main leaders of Tuareg rebellions since the 1990s, and the 
conversion of some Tuareg traditional leaders (e.g., the son of the recently deceased Ifoghas 
traditional leader Amenokal Intallah), are the most significant illustrations of the creeping 
influence of the movement within Tuareg communities. This alleged radicalism was used 
by Bamako to legitimate its repressive posture towards the north and to justify the ‘martial’ 
regime it imposed on these regions for decades.

In addition to other issues and mistrust that have historically contributed to the country’s 
division into two separate entities, the alleged responsibility of northern tribes for the 
diffusion of radical Islamic doctrine has been seen as a direct threat by southern populations 
used to a tradition of religious tolerance and Islamic syncretism.

Divisions between north and south led not only to mutual distrust between communities but 
also to the intentional marginalisation of the north and the south’s economic domination over 
it. The south imposing itself as the main centre of economic and political life led to growing 
discontent among northern populations and their continual feeling of distance from Bamako.

Economic inequalities between north and south

Northern regions have played a great role in what is now considered Mali, through their 
historical influence and economic prosperity. At the time of the great empires (from the 11th 
to the 16th century), the northern cities of Timbuktu (100,000 habitants in the 15th century, 
54,000 now) or Gao (70,000 habitants in the 14th century, 50,000 in 1998, 80,000 now) were 
the most influential places in Mali, gathering political power and economic domination. After 
the Moroccan occupation (16th and 17th centuries), the territorial fragmentation of Mali 
(into local kingdoms and the Hausa ‘cités-Etats’) helped to shift the political centre of gravity 
towards the southern regions. With French colonial domination (1880/1890-1960), the centre 
of gravity moved towards the south and relegated the north of Mali to a position of secondary 
importance.

37 The Tabligh Jamaat is an Islamic movement founded in India in 1927 and based on the principle of the ‘Work of 
the Prophet’. It combines charity work, at economic and social levels, and preaching. 

38 Despite popular belief, the Tabligh rapidly lost his popularity in Kidal, and even in the whole of Mali, after 
the events of 9/11. The presence of other Muslim NGOs fostered competition and Sahel populations may 
have realised, with the US offensive in Afghanistan, that the link between radical Islam and terrorist attacks 
could give way to reprisals against them if they were associated with the movement. Shortly after 9/11, the 
Malian government extradited 25 Pakistani members of the Tabligh. For more information on the subject, 
see Lecocq, B. and Schrijver, P., ‘The war on terror in a haze of dust: Potholes and pitfalls on the Saharan front’, 
Journal of Contemporary African Studies, 25(1), 2007, 141-165.
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By becoming a political periphery, the northern regions lost their influence and directly 
suffered the domination of a ‘foreign’ south. Marginalised from power, they were also mostly 
excluded from economic programmes and nascent development, before being regarded as 
a hotspot of insecurity and a danger to regional stability. Due to the lack of regional official 
figures or local northern statistics (especially over lengthy time periods), this section mainly 
focuses on the economic trends and global disparities that have fed frustration and motivated 
some of the most violent uprisings. Where statistics exist, they are noted and interpreted to 
help explain the 2012 crisis and to highlight Mali’s internal differences.

North Mali: from economic asset to liability
Despite common perceptions, the northern regions used to represent a major component of 
Mali’s wealth and played an important role in the country’s regional influence. However, the 
strategic reversal that led Bamako to assert its political and economic domination provoked a 
long-term break between north and south. Difficulties in endogenous development (including 
technical and security obstacles to exploitation of natural resources), the interference of 
foreign countries and the general weakness of the Malian state ultimately favoured the 
economic interests of the south. The end result was that the north turned into a barren 
economic zone plagued by insecurity and lacking any kind of infrastructure that could have 
enabled the development of a functioning economy. The south, on the other hand, could rely 
on a relatively well-functioning economy thanks to agriculture, gold mining and constant 
attention from the international community.

While northern regions are largely dependent on livestock and agriculture (42.7 percent 
of GDP) and tourism, the south relies mainly on gold mines (7.6 percent of the GDP and 
75 percent of Mali’s export revenue) and the exploitation of cotton (1 percent of the GDP) 
to fuel its economic activity.39 This geographic distribution of economic sectors makes the 
north more vulnerable to exogenous shocks. For instance, droughts in the 1970s and 1980s, 
or food crises in 2005, 2010 and 2012 have heavily affected northern populations, who are 
dependent on cereal purchases and self-production in their total consumption mix.40 Regional 
crises have also weakened the northern economy, especially with regard to the exportation of 
livestock.

The growing insecurity in the north of Mali, especially after the first hostage takings in 2003 
(when 32 Europeans were captured by the Group for Preaching and Combat (GSPC)), has 
also served to isolate the northern regions and aggravate the economic crisis. Tourism used 
to represent more than 80 billion FCFA of income (121 M€, only 1.2 percent of national GDP 
but one of the main sources of income for northern regions, where tourism sites are located) 
and provided jobs for 17,000 people in 2005. However, more than 8,000 people lost their jobs 
between 2009 and 2011, and the revenue generated by the sector dropped by 50 billion FCFA 
(76.2 M€).41 The continuous presence in the north of the GSPC, whose members converted 
into Al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) in 2007, has discouraged all tourist activities. 
The cancellation of world-renowned events such as the Paris-Dakar in 2008, the relocation of 

39 African Development Bank, African Economic Outlook – Mali, 2013, http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/
development/african-economic-outlook-2013_aeo-2013-en (accessed 14 November 2014).

40 Bastagli, F. and Toulmin, C., Mali: Economic Factors Behind the Crisis. European Parliament, Directorate-
General for External Policies of the Union, Directorate B, Policy Department, 2014. 

41 Radio France Internationale, ‘Au Mali, le tourisme connait une crise sans précédent’, Radio France 
Internationale, 1 August 2011, http://www.rfi.fr/afrique/20110731-mali-le-tourisme-connait-une-crise-
precedent/#./?&_suid=1417438546524041067016297642683 (accessed 30 November 2014).

http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/development/african-economic-outlook-2013_aeo-2013-en
http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/development/african-economic-outlook-2013_aeo-2013-en
http://www.rfi.fr/afrique/20110731-mali-le-tourisme-connait-une-crise-precedent/#./?&_suid=1417438546524041067016297642683
http://www.rfi.fr/afrique/20110731-mali-le-tourisme-connait-une-crise-precedent/#./?&_suid=1417438546524041067016297642683
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the Tuareg music Festival du Désert from 2003 to 2009, and the increase in travel warnings, 
has contributed to a further economic isolation of the north.

On top of that, unemployment and poverty have created generational imbalances and 
frustration for younger people in particular. While this is an often under-researched 
area, because of the lack of data available, it is important to bear in mind that a growing 
demography can further aggravate the economic situation of Mali and foster tensions in the 
future. Young people indeed make up more than 50 percent of the population42 and do not 
feel well represented by political, traditional or religious leaders. The lack of job opportunities 
for them and the low turnover in leadership positions has led to the breakdown of a contract 
between the cadets sociaux43 and the elders. Young people have become frustrated by the 
difficulties of improving their social status, as they see their chances of finding a job or 
getting married fade away. This situation has fostered a generation of disillusioned young 
people.44

From local liability to regional security threat
The structural weaknesses of the northern economy and its vulnerability to shocks have often 
pushed nomadic populations, such as Tuareg and Arab tribes, beyond Mali’s borders. These 
economic and climatic refugees made temporary settlements in neighbouring countries, for 
example Niger, Algeria, Burkina Faso or Mauritania, but their arrival also created tensions 
with local communities, such as disputes over land and over access to water and pastures. 
In Libya, male refugees were integrated into Qaddafi’s Islamic Legion and took part in several 
wars which the Libyan regime was involved in (e.g., the 1978-1987 war in Chad). These exiled 
Tuareg combatants would later constitute the hardcore of northern Mali rebellions, especially 
those of the 1990s.

With its 1,316km border with northern Mali, Algeria has became an emigration destination 
for northern populations.45 Commercial ties between the north of Mali and the south of 
Algeria have developed over the years. For decades, Malian traders and seasonal workers 
crossed the Algerian border, looking for economic opportunities. In fact, Algeria and Mali 
institutionalised this free movement of migrants through bilateral agreements, in order to give 
a legal framework to this ‘barter economy’.46 But in the 1990s, at a time of great instability in 
Algeria, suspicious trades (such as arms, contraband and drugs) started to mingle with this 
legitimate free movement of good and people. Criminal groups and terrorist organisations 
thrived on illegal trades. Mokhtar Belmokhtar, for instance, the commander of one the GSPC’s 

42 Those under 15 years old make up half the population, For more information, see Faujas, A., ‘Mali: une belle 
croissance menacée par la démographie’, Jeune Afrique, 17 October 2011, http://www.jeuneafrique.com/
Article/ARTJAJA2647p077.xml0/ (accessed 9 January 2015).

43 The ‘cadets sociaux ’ is a concept put forward by Paul Richards in his study on political violence in Africa. 
See: Richards, P., ‘Sur la nouvelle violence politique en Afrique: le sectarisme seculier au Sierra Leone’, 
Politique Africaine, vol. 70, 1998, 85-104.

44 Luntumbue, M., Comprendre la dynamique des conflits : une lecture synthétique des facteurs de conflits en 
Afrique de l’Ouest. Groupe de Recherche et d’Information sur la Paix et la Sécurité (GRIP), 2014.

45 Mali also shares a 2,237km border with Mauritania and a 821km border with Niger.
46 Interview with Mohamed Saib Musette, Director of Research at the Centre for Research in Applied Economics 

(CREAD), http://www.algeria-watch.org/fr/article/pol/migration/question_migration.htm, consulted on the 
3 December 2014. Malians were given the right to freely enter Algeria, without a visa, and remain for a period 
of three months. 

http://www.jeuneafrique.com/Article/ARTJAJA2647p077.xml0/
http://www.jeuneafrique.com/Article/ARTJAJA2647p077.xml0/
http://www.algeria-watch.org/fr/article/pol/migration/question_migration.htm
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main katiba, made a name for himself (he is now known as Mr Marlboro) by smuggling 
cigarettes through the northern Mali/southern Algeria border.47

The limited economic opportunities and the geographic location of northern Mali have made 
it a hub for trafficking. The criminal economy that emerged in the 1980s attracted more and 
more young people as it intensified and diversified. Drugs, cigarettes, illegal immigration 
flows, counterfeit products and stolen car parts were exchanged between the Sahel’s 
populations.48 The passivity and sometimes collusion at the highest level of the Malian state 
allowed this illicit economy to prosper. The example of ‘Air Cocaine’ in 2009 is revealing, as it 
triggered world-wide suspicion of the Malian state;49 the fact that a plane of this size was able 
to land in this region raised questions about the involvement of state officials.

Rampant corruption also presents a challenge for any economic recovery for the north. 
While the region contains resources that could potentially benefit the population if exploited 
effectively, the short-term perspective adopted by the authorities, coupled with prospects for 
personal gains, seriously undermine this opportunity.

Deliberate underdevelopment of the northern region
Northern Mali is thought to be very promising in terms of energy and mineral resources. 
According to a study conducted by the Authority for Oil Research (Autorité pour la recherche 
pétrolière, AUREP), a service created by the Malian government in 2005 and attached to 
Secretariat General of the Ministry of Mines, the subsoil of Kidal, Gao and Timbuktu could 
contain around 850,000km2 of oil and gas.50 Four main basins have been identified: Taoudeni 
(in the borderland of Mali, Algeria and Mauritania), Tamensa (halfway between Mali and 
Niger), the ‘graben de Gao’ and the ‘rift de Nara’ (close to Mopti). The Algerian national 
company SONATRACH has already made massive investments in the Taoudenit field for 

47 Mokhtar Belmokhtar was one of the top commanders of the GSPC (later called AQIM). In 2012, he split 
from AQIM and created his own jihadist movement, the ‘Signed in Blood Battalion’, which gained worldwide 
notoriety after the attack on the In Amenas gas installation (Algeria) in January 2013. He later joined forces 
with the MUJAO and formed a new organisation: Al Mourabitoune. For more information on the subject, 
see: Boeke, S., ‘Mokhtar Belmokhtar: A loose cannon?’ International Center for Counter-Terrorism (ICCT) 
commentary, 3 December 2013, http://www.icct.nl/publications/icct-commentaries/mokhtar-belmokhtar-a-
loose-cannon- (accessed 5 February 2015).

48 A 2009 UN Office on Drug and Crimes report stated that cigarettes coming from the Far East (China and 
Vietnam) and Europe (Bulgaria, Luxembourg, Greece) transited through free tax zones (Dubai) and arrived 
in West Africa before their final destination, North Africa. Due to its geographic position, Mali has become 
one of the main West African countries through which cigarettes are transiting. In the 1990s, northern Mali 
(Gao) also became a major hub for illegal migrants and a transit area to North Africa and Europe. Finally, 
drug trafficking became an important part of the Malian criminal economy as hashish and cocaine transited 
through the north of the country. As an alternative to the traditional route going through Algeria, hashish 
production from the Moroccan Rif Valley is now transiting through the north of Mauritania and goes east 
through northern Mali and northern Niger. Cocaine also deviated from its traditional route and is now 
transported from coastal hubs (Mauritania and Guinea) overland to north Mali and on to Maghreb. Over time, 
other goods such as counterfeit medicines and stolen car parts have also became part of the illicit economy. 
See UNODC, Rapport mondial sur les drogues: résumé analytique 2009, 24.

49 See Briscoe, I., Crime after Jihad: armed groups, the state and illicit business in post-conflict Mali, Clingendael 
CRU Report, May 2014, p. 38.

50 Studer, E., ‘Mali: un pays riche en pétrole, gaz et en mines d’or’, Leblogfinance.com, 13 January 2013, 
http://www.leblogfinance.com/2013/01/mali-un-pays-riche-en-petrole-en-gaz-et-en-mines-dor.html 
(accessed 26 November 2013).

http://www.icct.nl/publications/icct-commentaries/mokhtar-belmokhtar-a-loose-cannon-
http://www.icct.nl/publications/icct-commentaries/mokhtar-belmokhtar-a-loose-cannon-
http://www.leblogfinance.com/2013/01/mali-un-pays-riche-en-petrole-en-gaz-et-en-mines-dor.html
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Map 2 Natural Resources in the Sahel
Source: ‘Global Crisis Atlas Access’, European Commission, May 2012.

Map 3 Petroleum License Blocks in the Sahel Region
Source: Bossard, L., ed., op. cit., OECD, Sahel and West Africa Club, 2015, 53.
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prospect operations (alleged $60 million).51 After operations were suspended during the 2012 
crisis, Algeria asked for a quick restart of its activities in northern Mali. Furthermore, there 
is uranium in the north of Mali, as shown by the potential 200 tonnes available in the Samit 
deposit in the Gao region.52

These findings are encouraging with regards to the future economic vitality of the northern 
regions and could be a sign to central government that it should work on the economic 
development of the north. However, the AUREP study seems designed only to attract foreign 
investors, and indicates that the north should be divided into several ‘blocks’ (most of the 
licences have already been sold to foreign companies such as SONATRACH). Moreover, 
Bamako has not so far shown any will to involve northern populations in those projects 
(fearing that mining income will create new separatist tensions), nor has it any plans to link 
these economic opportunities to the development of essential local infrastructure. Worst 
of all, northern natural resources could encourage new tensions between north and south, 
and contribute to new cycles of violence. For some southerners, the exploitation of natural 
resources would hence constitute a major threat to Malian national unity as it would fuel 
economic competition between the different communities, each trying to gain a ‘slice of the 
cake’.

Conclusion

Economic inequalities and unequal political representation have fed historical resentment 
against the state, especially among northern Malian communities, for decades. Experienced 
as a double marginalisation by northern populations, they partly explain the permanent 
disagreements with Bamako, and played a huge role in rebellions that have occurred since 
independence in 1960.

From the Tuareg side, the establishment of Bamako as the capital of a new state they never 
wanted to be a part of, has never met local expectations. From the Bamako side, the deserted 
regions have long been seen as highly dangerous, no-go areas. The southern military have 
never been trained or well equipped to fight against rebels, who are well organised, have very 
mobile units and perfectly control their environment.

Since 1963, however, Malian authorities have often preferred to use a military option to 
address northern crises. Martial law, military governors, and the building of new barracks 
and garrisons have always constituted a permanent (and the most symbolic) component of 
conflict and post-conflict management frameworks.

By deliberately setting aside the economic and political dimensions of discontent, Bamako 
indirectly gave some groups and northern leaders the grounds on which they could mobilise 
parts of the local population against the central state. Except for the 1963 post-independence 
movement, the three other rebellions that Mali has experienced (in 1990, 2006 and 2012) were 
all founded on political and economic claims.

51 Bayle, T., ‘L’Algérie convoite le pétrole Malien’, Mondeafrique, 22 October 2014, http://mondafrique.com/lire/
decryptages/2014/10/22/lalgerie-lorgne-sur-le-petrole-malien (accessed 2 December 2014).

52 Presentation of the Journées Minières et pétrolières du Mali, conference held in Bamako 8-11 November 2011, 
http://www.jmpmali.com/html/miningandpetroleum.html (accessed 4 December 2014).

http://mondafrique.com/lire/decryptages/2014/10/22/lalgerie-lorgne-sur-le-petrole-malien
http://mondafrique.com/lire/decryptages/2014/10/22/lalgerie-lorgne-sur-le-petrole-malien
http://www.jmpmali.com/html/miningandpetroleum.html
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2. Rebellion and fragmentation in 
northern Mali

Historical lack of understanding and mutual distrust between Bamako and its northern 
territory have played an important role in Malian instability for decades. By ignoring northern 
aspirations for economic development (especially social and economic infrastructure) or 
political representation (lack of governmental seats for instance), the Malian authorities have 
paved the way for violent contestation and separatist actions. The popular support among 
Tuareg and Arab populations for some rebel movements and armed groups, and the authority 
the rebel leaders have had over some northern populations, are good illustrations of the 
inequalities collectively experienced by the northern population.

The subsequent rebellions in Mali have, in turn, aggravated the long-standing community 
distrust. The aftermath of the rebellions and the negotiations that led to ‘peace agreements’ 
also fostered tensions among northern communities, as some groups used those situations to 
advance their own interests.

The ethnic divisions and lawlessness, due to the withdrawal of the Malian state, that 
characterised the aftermath of rebellions presented a window of opportunity for terrorist 
groups to settle in the north. Thriving on illicit trafficking and mixing with local populations, 
these groups managed to gradually gain influence before the 2012 crisis.

This chapter explains the security issues created by tensions within Malian society, and 
describes how the central government tried to address them.

Constant rebellion: the historical continuity of Tuareg anger

From 1960 to 2012, there were four Tuareg rebellions and five different (and so far ineffective) 
north-south peace agreements.

Despite these peace agreements, disarmament programmes and other foreign economic 
sponsorships (from Algeria and Libya, but also from Western countries), the Malian central 
state has been accused of marginalising the northern regions and, as a consequence, 
north-south relations remain tense. By repressing the rebels or buying a precarious peace 
(e.g., co-opting rebel leaders), Malian authorities tended to set aside the real – political and 
economic – roots of the conflict. Moreover, by giving to some rebel leaders a disproportionate 
influence in the negotiating processes (Iyad ag Ghali for instance), Bamako altered the nature 
of the conflict and fed divisions within the northern groups.

Historical tensions between north and south have always played a decisive role in the cycles 
of rebellion, although other factors have also fed resentment and helped to perpetuate 
the conflict. The peace agreements and economic incentives given to some combatants in 
order to disarm them have indirectly encouraged, in a depressed economic environment, a 
rebel economy and the emergence of local entrepreneurs of violence. Foreign interference 
and the central position of northern Mali in the regional race for Sahelian leadership have 
also influenced the conflict. By actively sponsoring the rebels or indulging them through 
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cross-border movements or supplies, some neighbouring countries (especially Libya and 
Algeria) have played a big role in destabilising the region and locking the parties into 
permanent tensions.

This section recounts the rebellions that have taken place in northern Mali since 
independence in 1960. It describes local and regional responses, including the various peace 
treaties and pacts that have been signed, and the global consequences they have had on 
Malian stability up until today.

1963-1991: post-colonial rebellions and Bamako’s military responses
Occurring only three years after independence, the first rebellion in 1963 demonstrated the 
difficulties of addressing post-colonial challenges and gathering all Malian communities 
within a single political entity. The choice made by the Malian post-colonial authorities to 
repress the rebellion, and their refusal to address the root causes of the crisis (i.e., political 
recognition of northern specificities and a special status for the region), helped to sustain 
the conflict for years. The authorities’ decision to forbid tourism and establish martial law 
and military administration in the northern regions illustrated the approach taken to address 
northern issues.

The overthrow of President Modibo Keita in 1968 and the establishment of General Moussa 
Traoré military regime helped to quell public discontent, at least for a couple of years and 
on the surface. However, severe droughts in 1972-1973 and in 1984-1985 fed new discontent 
by pushing thousands of members of northern tribes to leave the region and seek refuge in 
neighbouring countries, especially Niger and, to some extent, Libya. If those exiles did not 
directly destabilise the Malian regime, the exodus led to frustration, distrust and discontent 
among the northern population. It also encouraged new connections with other groups, 
especially in Niger, where Tuareg rebel movements had also been active since independence. 
The Libyan regime ‘warmly’ welcomed those climate-driven refugees as the Jamahiriya 
leader, Muammar Qaddafi, saw them as a way to assert his political influence in the Sahara. 
Integrated within the Libyan Islamic legion (created in 1972), Tuaregs were militarily trained 
and equipped and took part in wars that the Libyan regime led by proxy in other African 
countries, especially in Chad.

Tuareg and Arab exiles were the main participants in the 1990-1991 second rebellion.53 Like 
their elders before them, combatants fought for better living conditions and the recognition 
of a northern political identity, but also asked that Tuareg be allowed to be combatants in 
the Malian national army. By deciding to ignore the political motivation of the rebels and 
preferring to call them ‘highway thugs’, General Moussa Traoré repeated Modibo Keita’s 
mistakes and contributed, once again, to the radicalisation of the movement. Abuses, 
especially from the Malian military in the regions of Gao, Kidal and Menaka, aggravated 
the grievances of the north. Because of its knowledge of the region and the suspected 
connivance between the rebels and the Libyan regime, Algeria was chosen by the Malian 
regime as the mediator of the crisis. However, the Tamanrasset peace agreements that were 
signed on 6 January 1991 were called into question by the overthrow of General Moussa 
Traoré on 26 March, after a popular revolution of democratic clandestine organisations and 
the army, led by Lieutenant-Colonel Amadou Toumani Toure.

53 Iyad ag Ghali and Mohamed ag Najem, two of the main leaders of the 1990 rebellion were fighting for the 
Libyan Islamic Legion in Lebanon and Chad. 
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‘Post-democratic’ rebellions and community divisions in the north
The 26 March 1991 democratic revolution put an end to 30 years of the Union pour la 
démocratie et le peuple malien (UDPM) single-party regime. Despite those political changes, 
the security situation in the north did not improve and divisions grew within the armed 
groups themselves, especially between the Ifoghas (led by Iyad ag Ghali) and the non-
Ifoghas tribes (Tuareg and Arabs).54 With the help of Algeria, Mauritania and France, the 
new Malian political authorities, with the coordination of the armed groups,55 agreed the 
Pacte National. Signed in Bamako on 11 April 1992, the Pacte intended to redefine national 
relationships between north and south according to several main principles: a significant 
military withdrawal from the northern regions, a massive integration of the rebels into 
the Malian army, greater territorial political autonomy (with the creation of elected local 
assemblies holding sovereign powers in the economic and the security fields), and an 
ambitious development programme. In exchange, Tuareg agreed to give up their political 
claims regarding the independence of Azawad.

Despite this symbolic show of willingness to address the issues that provoked the crisis 
and the inequalities between north and south, the new Malian regime did not succeed in 
gathering all the northern tribes around its project. New waves of tension arose due to 
deep divisions among the Tuareg populations, both historical and political, the questioned 
leadership of Iyad ag Ghali, and the slow pace of political and economic reform. In 1996, after 
four years of uneasy peace, the parties involved signed the Timbuktu peace agreement and 
commemorated a Cérémonie des flammes de la paix, supposedly ending the war and initiating 
a fresh start.

But a succession of crises in the north, alleged preferential treatment and fears of new 
military involvement fed continuous southern distrust regarding Malian’s irredentist north. 
Meanwhile, people in the north continued to suffer from developmental inequalities and 
internal divisions. The inability of the Malian government to implement the promises made in 
1992 deepened national divisions and the rift between the northern and southern territories.

President Amadou Toumani Touré (ATT), elected in 2002, aggravated the gap between 
north and south and significantly raised the security threat in northern Mali. His mistakes 
undoubtedly paved the way to the 2012 crisis.

Tuareg rebellions under the ATT regime: disunity, interference 
and terrorism
After 10 years of fragile peace and mutual suspicion, a third rebellion broke out in May 
2006. Once again led by Iyad ag Ghali, the combatants took advantage of the withdrawal of 
the Malian military in the north after the last peace agreement to take control of the cities 

54 Tensions between the Ifoghas and other groups were mainly due to diverging aspirations. The rebellion split 
into four groups. The Popular Movement for the Liberation of Azawad (MPLA), the main group active during 
the rebellion, was reorganised around the Ifogha community and led by Iyad ag Ghali. Non-Ifoghas Tuareg 
tribes created the Revolutionary Liberation Army of Azawaf (ARLA – mainly composed of Taghat Melett, Idnan 
and Imghad), the Popular Liberation Front of Azawad (FPLA – composed of the Chaman Amas), and the Arab 
Islamic Front of Azawad (FIAA – north-western Malian Arab minority). 

55 Rebel groups decided to coordinate into a ‘Coordination des mouvements et fronts unifiés de l’Azawad’ in 
order to negotiate the National Pact. 
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of Kidal and Menaka.56 For the third time since 1992, Algeria offered to lead a mediation 
process. However, the peace agreement signed in July 2006 in Algiers was considered too 
favourable to Iyad ag Ghali’s personal agenda. As a consequence, several Malian political 
parties (especially the Rassemblement pour le Mali headed by Ibrahim Boubacar Keita57) 
and non-Ifoghas Tuareg leaders refused to endorse it. The Tuareg, indeed, considered Iyad’s 
Ifoghas community to be the only beneficiaries of the agreement,58 while Bamako’s political 
leaders rejected the compromises made by Amadou Toumani Touré towards the rebellion, 
believing that the problem had to be addressed militarily. For them, by negotiating with armed 
groups without even trying to stop the insurgency, ATT ignored what they saw as the main 
roots of the problems. Detractors accused him of striking a deal in order to prevent any delay 
in holding the 2007 presidential elections (which would compromise the prospect of his own 
re-election59). Doubts regarding a possible collusion between Iyad ag Ghali’s movement 
and the AQIM terrorist organisation reinforced the criticism of ATT’s weak management of 
security issues.60 Increasing rumours of alleged high-level complicity with traffickers and 
armed groups punctuated ATT’s second term as head of the Malian state.

Despite the growing discontent of some northern groups regarding the advantages given 
to Iyad ag Ghali’s supporters, ATT decided to ignore them and reinforce ag Ghali’s position 
by feeding divisions within non-Ifoghas Tuareg communities. Two northern militias were set 
up by Bamako to fight against the new North Mali Tuareg Alliance for Change (ATNMC), 
an armed group led by Ibrahim ag Bahanga in opposition to Iyad ag Ghali’s leadership.61 
The first militia group was led by El Hadj Gamou, a Tuareg Imghad who nurtured an acrid 
hatred towards the Ifoghas community and gave allegiance to Bamako; the other group 
was composed of Tilemsi Arabs, whose leader, Major Colonel Abderahmane Ould Meydou, 
later negotiated with Bamako the liberation of Mohamed Ould Aiwanatt, a very influential 
Arab businessman involved in the ‘Air Cocaine’ operation, in exchange for the support of his 

56 Iyad ag Ghali led the Alliance for Democracy and Change (ADC) with Ibrahim ag Bahanga and Hassan ag 
Fagaga, who later decided to split and create the North Mali Alliance for Change (ATNMC). For the first time 
in the history of Tuareg rebellions, suspicions over the involvement of a terrorist group, AQIM, in the fights 
were mentioned. 

57 The Rassemblement pour le Mali (RPM) strongly denounced the Algiers agreement, considering it to be 
a weak political solution to a security problem. In a communiqué published on 12 July, IBK stated: ‘We 
are not supporters of war! Nobody ever wants to go to war. But is it about that in this case? There are just 
some responsibilities that need to be assumed and nothing else. We need to deal with problems where 
they arise. That’s it. Political rantings will do us no good.” Free translation from the declaration (2007) of the 
RPM after the conclusion of the Algiers agreements. http://ibk2007.over-blog.net/article-10089823.html. 
(accessed 5 December 2014)

58 The Kidal area especially benefited from the agreement, notably the Ifoghas tribes, who were over-
represented in the monitoring institutions created to implement the agreement. Other communities of Kidal, 
such as the Idnan and Taghat Mallet, struggled to reach an understanding of the committees established for 
the Algiers agreement and were gradually excluded from the process. For more information on the matter, see: 
International Crisis Group, op. cit.

59 Rumours of a deal between ATT and Iyad ag Ghali grew. ATT was accused of voluntarily withdrawing the 
military from the Tin-Zaouatene region (Algerian border) in order to facilitate cross-border trafficking. 
In exchange, armed groups agreed to not disturb the presidential electoral process.

60 Iyad ag Ghali regularly played the role of high-level fixer under ATT’s regimes. For instance, he negotiated the 
release of the 32 Europeans kidnapped by a GSPC katiba in 2003. See: Morgan, A., op. cit. 

61 Ibrahim ag Bahanga, one of the leaders of the ATNMC, decided to resume the fight against the Malian 
government after the conclusion of the Algiers agreement. The proximity of his group to the Nigerien 
rebel Movement for Justice (MNJ) worried Bamako and triggered the creation of the community militias. 
Ag Bahanga later went to Libya, before returning to Mali in 2011 where he died in a car accident.

http://ibk2007.over-blog.net/article-10089823.html
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community. Bamako’s divide- and-rule policy led to a ‘tribalisation’ of the northern conflict 
and to the rapid obsolescence of the Algiers agreement.

After Algeria, Libya volunteered to negotiate with ag Bahanga. A new peace settlement, the 
fifth agreement since the fall of the Malian military regime in 1991, was signed in October 
2009, in Sebha (Libya). Tuareg rebels, along with Malian and Nigerien representatives,62 
agreed to end the fighting, while the Libyan regime offered asylum to Bahanga to ensure his 
respect for the pact.

The aftermath of the Tuareg rebellions: state withdrawal and 
security vacuum
The partial implementation of clauses contained in the different peace agreements led to a 
withdrawal of the central state from the northern regions. The decentralisation promised by 
the agreements, even though it was badly implemented, led to a demilitarisation of the north 
and created what could be called a ‘security vacuum’ around the cities of Gao, Timbuktu and 
Kidal.

Combined with the lack of economic development in the north and the resentment of local 
populations against the state, the security vacuum in the north presented terrorist groups 
with an opportunity to settle. The GSPC, later called Al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb 
(AQIM), was the first group to enter northern Mali, in 2003. Because of its significant 
financial resources, collected through the kidnapping of Western tourists and its involvement 
in trafficking, the organisation was able to fill the void left by the state in the north. Buying 
the support of local criminal networks and the goodwill of the northern community by 
‘distributing money, handing out medicine, treating the sick and buying SIM cards’,63 the 
GSPC acted as a social security provider in regions abandoned by the state.64 This enabled 
the organisation to conduct its activities without being bothered by the state and allowed it to 
attract young recruits, attracted by the prospect of easy money and disappointed by the lack 
of other local economic perspectives. MUJAO, which became active in Mali after its split with 
AQIM, in 2011, followed the same kind of pattern.

Overall, the decisions made after the Tuareg rebellions paved the way for terrorist groups in 
the sense that they could act as a para-sovereign organisation or ‘substitute government’ in 
the north in the absence of a strong central state. The lack of reaction, and sometimes the 
complicity of some Malian political leaders, allowed these groups to prosper and contributed 
markedly to the deterioration of the security situation in the north.

Northern disunity as a main cause of instability?
Beyond the undeniable lack of political will on both sides, the failure of the Malian national 
pact is also linked to internal divisions within northern communities and the continuous 
attempts from Bamako and the international community to address northern issues as a 
hegemonic bloc. North Mali is deeply divided into several communities, groups, clans and 

62 The involvement of Nigerien representatives needs to be understood with regards to the ATNMC links with the 
MNJ, a group that rebelled against the Niger government. 

63 Boas, M. and Torheim, L.E., ‘The Trouble in Mali: Corruption, collusion and resistance’, Third World Quarterly, 
43 (7), 2013, 1279-1292.

64 To a certain extent, MUJAO acted in the same way in the Gao region.
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political leaderships that conform to distinct political ‘myths and mythologies’.65 In order to 
achieve long-term stability, Malian authorities would have to deal with different interests and 
sometimes contradictory local demands.

Tuareg, Arab, Songhay or Fulani people have different political agendas, social or security 
claims. They do not share the same culture, languages or traditions; they do not all recognise 
Azawad as their common land and the need for independence as an end in itself. Those 
communities rarely fought for the same armed group nor were they sponsored by the same 
key player (Algeria and Libya for Arabs and Tuareg, Bamako for the Songhay, etc). If those 
differences and divisions are the biggest challenges for the Malian state to overcome on the 
path to peace, they are also the direct result of Bamako’s policies towards those communities 
(i.e., government-sponsored militias in the north and Bamako’s divide-and-rule tactics in 
the region).

Current difficulties in the Algiers peace talks are directly connected to those community 
divisions. The Platform and Coordination groups that are supposed to represent northern 
interests in the peace process do not have a common agenda, including on territorial matters 

65 Le Roy, E. ‘L’introduction du modèle de l’Etat en Afrique francophone: logiques et mythologiques du discours 
juridique’, in Décolonisations et nouvelles dépendances, eds. Coquery-Vidrovitch, C. and Forest, A., 1986, 
81-110.
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(autonomy, federalism, decentralisation – among other issues). Those differences make it 
extremely difficult to agree on common discussion points and any viable solution to the crisis 
continues to be unattainable. Understanding the dynamics of northern groups is therefore 
crucial to achieving a long-term peace agreement and meeting local needs that are currently 
ignored or fulfilled by others, including terrorist organisations.

Origins and political allegiances of the northern communities

Northern Mali has a very low-density population, with just 1.3 million inhabitants (out of 
14.5 million in Mali as a whole), and the communities who live there (Tuareg, Arab, Songhay 
or Fulani) are deeply divided. Tuareg and Arabs represent more than 60 percent of the 
Septentrion, with Tuareg groups forming a significant majority. Those internal divisions have 
always seriously affected the unity of rebel movements and made it even more difficult to use 
a blueprint or pre-established framework to put an end to crises, including that in 2012.

While Tuareg are numerically predominant in the three northern regions (Timbuktu, Gao and 
Kidal), deep internal divisions have nevertheless prevented them from becoming indisputable 
leaders in the north. In creating the Mouvement national pour la liberation de l’Azawad 
(MNLA) in 2011, Ibrahim ag Bahanga aimed to unite all the Tuareg communities within a 
single organisation in order to avoid past mistakes and divisions that have undermined their 
influence. He succeeded until Iyad ag Ghali created his own organisation, Ansar Dine, in 2012 
and actively recruited within the Tuareg Ifoghas. The fragile unity of northern movements did 
not survive this.

The next section analyses the dynamics of northern communities, especially the divisions 
within Tuareg and Arab tribes, which have weaken past rebellion movements and now 
complicate the resolution of the conflict. It also highlights the deep differences between 
these communities and other northern groups, especially the Fulani and the Songhay, who 
are historically closer to the Malian state and have sometimes been used by Bamako against 
the Tuareg rebels.

Tuareg communities: disunity within pluralism
Disunity, along with the lack of training and poor military equipment, have been some of the 
major weaknesses in past ‘Tuareg’ rebellions. Since the time of colonial domination of Sudan, 
disputes among communities, especially among the Tuareg, have been used to weaken any 
possible unity and impose ‘exogenous’ political orders. The very rigid social structure of the 
Tuareg community – with noble, vassal, religious or former serf clans – greatly facilitates 
divisive strategies.66

Each Tuareg clan is divided into numerous groups and sub-clans, sometimes with different 
political agendas. The town of Kidal has no less than 60 Tuareg sub-groups, organised mainly 
into the ‘noble’ Ifoghas (four main sub-groups), the Taghat elet (two main sub-groups) and 

66 For a general discussion of Tuareg and Arab communities in northern Mali, see the well-documented US 
cables Bamako 239 (6 March 2008) and Bamako 594 (1 June 2007).
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the Idnan (two sub-groups).67 Subordinate ‘vassal’ (Imghad)68 or ‘former serf’ clans (the 
Bella, a sedentary lower class whose members are regularly used as informal slaves) are also 
represented in the city even though they do not control the political or traditional power. After 
independence in 1960, the Ifogha were divided into pro- and anti-Bamako clans. Two Ifogha 
brothers, Intallah and Zaid ag Attaher disagreed on the clan’s relationship with Bamako. 
Intallah eventually chose to support the new central state and was rewarded for his loyalty by 
being endorsed as the new Amenokal (traditional chieftaincy) of the Ifogha community. His 
relatives still run the community (the new Amenokal, Mohamed ag Intallah, created the High 
Council for the unity of Azawad, HCUA, a group involved in the current peace talks alongside 
the MNLA within the same Coordination).

In other Malian cities, especially Gao and Ménaka, Ifoghas are much less represented, 
contrary to the Idnan, Iwellemmedan and the Chaman-Amas. The Iwellemmedan, a noble 
cast of Tuareg pastoralists, have historically played a huge role in the region, especially 
during the colonial era when it led the 1914-1916 rebellions against the French army. They 
then represented the dominant Tuareg group in Mali before being supplanted by the Ifoghas, 
who were supported by the colonial administration because they were less hostile to foreign 
troops. After independence, the Iwellemmedan were electorally favoured by Bamako as a 
counter-influence the Ifoghas. The current leader of this community, Bajan ag Hamatou, is still 
serving as deputy of Ménaka.

Lastly, in the Timbuktu region, where the Songhay are numerous, Tuareg groups are mainly 
composed of Iwellemmedan and Kel Instar. The latter regard themselves as descending 
from Arabs and, as a consequence, have close ties with other Arab groups, especially the 
Bérabiche. Because of their historic ‘rights’ over the richest lands, the Kel Instar are very 
influential in Timbuktu. Kel Instar Zakyatou walette Halatine, a former Minister of Tourism 
in the ATT regime, had her home in Bamako totally damaged after the launching of the 
Tuareg rebellion in January 2012. This event confirmed the deep distrust between southern 
communities (mostly Bambaras) and Tuareg or Arab members.

The 1990s rebellion further divided the Tuareg community and highlighted tensions that still 
strongly shape northern communities. While fighters from the Kidal Ifogha ruling clan signed 
the Tamanrasset agreement in 1991, the Tamasheq lower class (Imghad) and the Tuareg 
from Timbuktu (Kel Instar) or Menaka (Chaman-Amas) split from Iyad ag Ghali’s Mouvement 
pour l’Azawad (MPA). Mutual accusations of hogging the limelight in the negotiations or 
compromising with southerners, have weakened the Tuareg movements and allowed the 
Malian government to regain control of the events. Those divisions were also seen again in 
2006, especially with the schism between ag Bahanga and Iyad ag Ghali.69 However, during 
the first months of the 2012 rebellion, the MNLA succeeded in representing all the clans 
of Tuareg society. But the creation of Ansar Dine put an end to this very temporary unity 
and led to new divisions – among the Tuareg (MNLA, Ansar Dine, Haut Conseil pour l’Unité 

67 Iyad ag Ghali is part of the ruling Ifoghas clan of the Kel Ireyakkan, while the Intallah belongs to the Ifoghas 
Kel Affelah group. Former rebel leader Ibrahim ag Bahanga, also an Ifoghas, belonged to the Ifergoumessen 
group. Among the Idnan, influent members are Mohamed ag Erlaf (former coordinator of the PSPSDN and 
current Minister for Environment), Nina Walet Intallou (influential political leader of the MNLA) and Colonel 
Mohamed ag Najim, the military leader of the MNLA. 

68 The Imghad are a Tuareg clan now opposed to the Ifoghas. General El Hadj Gamou is one of the most 
influential members of this community.

69 International Crisis Group, July 2012, op. cit.
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de l’Azawad – HCUA, Front de Libération de l’Azawad – FPA, GATIA, etc), the Arabs (MAA, 
MUJAO, etc) and the Songhay (Coordination des Mouvements et Fronts Patriotiques de 
Résistance – CM-FPR) especially.

The Arabs: revolt from the margins
While numerically inferior in northern Mali, Arab communities are far less divided than the 
Tuaregs. Composed only of three main groups, Arabs have been deeply marginalised by 
the Malian central power. Before the 2012 crisis, no Arab succeeded in being elected to the 
National Assembly or the High Council of Regional Authorities (HCCT). On the contrary, 
12 Tuareg representatives (out of 147) and numerous Tuareg territorial councillors, including 
Iyad ag Ghali himself, have represented northern interests in Bamako. To compensate for this 
clear political inequity, in October 2007 Amadou Toumani Touré appointed Moctar El Moctar, 
an Arab from the Tilemsi, as Minister of Communication. In 2013, for the first time in Malian 
political history, an Arab, Mohamed Ould Sidi Mohamed was elected as Deputy of Goundam.

Living mainly in the Gao and Timbuktu regions, Arabs are divided between noble clans 
(Kounta), emancipated groups (Tilemsi Arab) and the Berabiche (most of them in Timbuktu). 
Kountas occasionally liaise between Ifoghas from Kidal and Berabiche from Timbuktu but 
have generally lost a great deal of their past dominant influence. Tilemsi Arabs are thought 
to be very influential in regional trafficking (especially the Lamhar tribe) and to have strong 
links with the MUJAO.70 Their influence in the Gao region is one factor that has explained 
the MUJAO control of this city in 2012. In the past, this clan was supported by the Malian 
government in order to facilitate negotiations with AQIM (on hostage release, ransom 
intermediaries).

The Berabiche are very influential in northern Mali, living in Timbuktu (around 35 different 
factions) and also in the region from the Mauritanian border to the north of the Kidal region. 
By securing convoys across the desert, they became a key element of the criminal economy 
in the whole region. Since 2006, and the failed attempt by Kountas to impose their leadership 
upon all the Arab tribes (Coordination des communautés arabes du Mali – CCAM), the 
relationships between Kountas and Berabiche are more distant. During the last crisis, 
Berabiche created the National Front for the Liberation of Azawad (FPLA) and the Arab 
Movement of Azawad (MAA).

Arab communities have actively participated in all the ‘Tuareg’ rebellions (by, for instance, 
contributing troops), at least until Malian political liberalisation in 1991. Indeed, from the 
signature of the Pacte national in 1991 to the last 2012 crisis, Arab communities fostered 
links with the Malian government, mainly to protect their trade interests. Currently, General 
Mohamed Abderhamane Ould Meydou, a Tilemsi Arab and a former rebel leader/military 
multi-deserter (in 1999 and 2004), is, for instance, one of the main Malian military staff 
involved in the north (he negotiated with Bamako the support of Tilemsis in exchange for the 
release of Mohamed Ould Aiwanatt).

While the positions, political allegiances or regional interests of each Tuareg or Arab 
group have differed historically, the political use of northern divisions by colonial and post-
colonial actors (sometimes with a reversal of ancient social organisations) has also deeply 

70 Until his death in military combat in December 2014, Ahmed el Tilemsi led the group and was thought to be 
responsible for the kidnapping in 2009 of Canadian Ambassador Robert Fowler.
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complicated any understanding of northern dynamics. Those community divisions explain the 
growth of armed groups (especially within the Tuaregs) and, at the same time, help to explain 
the difficulty of implementing a viable solution to the crisis. They partly account for the failure 
of previous agreements and are significant factors in the current situation.

The Songhay and the Fulani
The disunity between northern populations has been deepened by Fulani (14 percent of 
the northern population) and Songhay (7 percent) resentment against the Tuareg and the 
Arabs. However, unlike Tuareg communities, these groups are far less divided and well more 
integrated with the central state. The two communities have played a major political role in 
Mali’s history and have never accepted that Tuareg grievances were overshadowing their own 
needs. Their positions have been well understood by Bamako, which regularly used Tuareg 
divisions to weaken the rebel movements.

The Songhay have lived in northern Mali (especially in the Gao region) since the 9th century,71 
and from 1325 to 1375, the Songhay city of Gao was politically incorporated into the Malian 
Empire. However, at the end of the 15th century, the Songhay Prince Sonni Ali72 expelled the 
Malian Mandingoes from Gao and started to build what would become the Songhay Empire. 
After taking Timbuktu back from the Tuareg in 1468 and the commercial city of Djenné in 
1473, the Songhay Empire developed and prospered. Politically centralised and held by a 
powerful aristocracy, the empire took an Islamic turn under the reign of Askia Mohammed 
(1493), the successor of Ali, who made a pilgrimage to Mecca and earned the title of ‘Caliph 
of the Sudan’. After several wars of conquest in the name of Islam, the Songhay Empire 
reached its peak before being conquered by the Moroccans at the end of the 16th century.

The illustrious history of the Songhay and their significant contribution to Mali’s prosperity 
and prestige help to explain their attachment to the territorial integrity of Mali and their 
good political relationships with the central state. The Songhay community is fully involved 
in Bamako’s political life: Amadou Toumani Touré (former president), Choguel Kokalla Maiga 
(government spokesman), Soumeylou Boubeye Maiga (former minister), Soumaila Cissé 
(former minister, former President of the Commission of the West African Monetary Union, 
current head of the political parliamentary opposition), all Songhay, have held high-level 
positions within the Malian political sphere.

The Fulanis’ history in Mali started with their settling in Macina (a region corresponding to 
the inner Niger Delta) somewhere between the 7th and 9th century.73 From the 13th to the 
19th century, the Fula people lived under the domination of the Empire of Mali (until the early 
15th century), the Songhai Empire (mid-15th century) and the Segou kings (until 1818). At the 
end of the Segou reign, the Fulani, led by Hamadou Bari (later known as Cheikou Amadou), 
rebelled against southern Bambara clans. Capitalising on the massive conversion to Islam 
that had struck the Macina,74 Amadou succeeded in implementing a theocratic regime 
and creating the Macina Kingdom, called Dina (literally, the ‘belief in Islam’). Organised 

71 Historians trace their origins back to the small province of Dendi (at the north-eastern border of Nigeria), 
from where they emigrated north and settled in Gao.

72 Sonni Ali was one of the Songhay princes, 18th leader of the dynasty. 
73 The origins of the Fulani are highly disputed, some believing that they are of North African or Arabic origin, 

others arguing that they descend from nomads from both North Africa and sub-Saharan Africa. 
74 The Macina witnessed a massive conversion to Islam in previous years, which provided new organisational 

rules for its population and served as a pretext to unsettle Bambara domination. 
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around the Hamdallaye political centre, the Macina was also divided into five regions, each 
administrated by governors in charge of implementing sharia law and diffusing Islam from 
the top to the bottom of the kingdom. The Macina was prosperous when it was attacked and 
conquered by the jihadist leader, El Hadj Omar Tall, in 1862. The assault on the Macina was 
the result of the kingdom sheltering the Bambara Segou King, one of the main targets of 
Omar Tall’s jihad. The domination of the Toucouleurs (1862-1890) and, later, the French (until 
1960), did not interrupt the historic influence of the Fulani, as these two entities maintained 
the political organisation of the Dina.

Even in recent times, Fulani political leaders have played a very important role in Mali; 
for instance, Adame Ba Konaré (one of the most renowned Malian historians and wife of 
former president Alpha Oumar Konaré), Oumar Tatam Ly (first prime minister of IBK) and Ali 
Nouhoum Diallo (the former president of the National Assembly) are all Fulani. Their presence 
in Malian political or intellectual fields illustrates the fact that some northern communities are 
included in central state structures, even they are numerically under-represented.

Bamako’s northern militias: a proxy counter-insurgency strategy
Because of their past history and important role in Malian politics and the dissemination of 
Islam, the Songhay and Fulani became very critical of the continuous Tuareg uprisings. Not 
only did the Tuareg try to establish themselves as the ‘voice of the north’, articulating the 
grievances of every community in the northern regions, they also conducted regular attacks 
on Songhay and Fulani sedentary and semi-nomadic populations.

In the 1990s, during the second Tuareg rebellion, a Songhay self-defence militia, the Ganda 
Koy (‘masters of the land’), was created to protect sedentary populations against bandits and 
lighter-skinned nomads (primarily Tuareg and Arabs, commonly referred to as ‘the Whites’). 
At the time of its creation, this militia benefited from direct support from the Fulani, the Bozos 
(‘people from the river’), and the Bellas (the Tuareg lower class) and from the indirect support 
of the Malian army. Soumeylou Boubeye Maiga, a Songhay (former head of the Malian 
intelligence service, former Minister of Foreign Affairs and first Minister of Defence after IBK’s 
presidential election) is allegedly the main instigator of this vigilante initiative.75 The alleged 
support of the Malian state for the militias (e.g., handing out cash and arms) would have 
allowed state services to discreetly intervene in the conflict without formally engaging the 
army and suffering losses among southern military personnel. At the same time, it also helped 
to arouse the spectre of tribal war in the country.

The Ganda Koy conducted brutal attacks on Tuareg and Arab populations, giving an ethnic 
and racial component to the 1990s Malian crisis. The most ‘famous’ Ganda Koy operation 
involved the killing of 53 Mauritanians and Tuareg Marabouts of the Kel Essouk clan, near 
Gao in 1994. The militia was seen to be dissolved in 1996 during the Timbuktu ‘Cérémonie des 
Flammes de la Paix ’. However, the movement only entered a ‘dormant phase’ and was never 
officially dismantled. It has even been reactivated several times since then, especially when 
tensions within rival communities re-emerge. After the creation of the MNLA in 2011, the 

75 Diarra, D., ‘Plongée dans la milice d’autodéfense Ganda Koy’, Courrier International, 2 August 2012, 
http://www.courrierinternational.com/article/2012/08/02/plongee-dans-la-milice-d-autodefense-ganda-
koy (accessed 11 December 2014) and Radio France Internationale, ‘Soumeylou Boubeye Maiga, un stratège 
inusable à la Défense’, Radio France International, 9 September 2013, http://www.rfi.fr/afrique/20130909-
mali-boubeye-ministre-defense-habitue-couloirs-pouvoir/#./?&_suid=141873885679406775880863928992 
(accessed 16 December 2014).

http://www.courrierinternational.com/article/2012/08/02/plongee-dans-la-milice-d-autodefense-ganda-koy
http://www.courrierinternational.com/article/2012/08/02/plongee-dans-la-milice-d-autodefense-ganda-koy
http://www.rfi.fr/afrique/20130909-mali-boubeye-ministre-defense-habitue-couloirs-pouvoir/#./?&_suid=141873885679406775880863928992
http://www.rfi.fr/afrique/20130909-mali-boubeye-ministre-defense-habitue-couloirs-pouvoir/#./?&_suid=141873885679406775880863928992
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movement resurfaced and called on Songhay and Fulani military to join in order to counter 
the Tuareg fighters returning from Libya.76

Parallel to Ganda Koy, another self-defence militia was created: the Ganda Iso. This group 
was created in 2009 by Seydou Cissé, one of the main figures of Ganda Koy.77 Cissé led the 
political branch and a Fulani, Sergeant Amadou Diallo, was appointed as the head of the 
military branch. However, Diallo’s responsibility in the Hourala massacre of 2008 provoked 
tensions at the top of the movement, as he had committed a public massacre of four Tuareg 
civilians in the village on a market day.78 That atrocity triggered retaliations by the Tuareg and 
led to a split between the military and the political leadership of Ganda Iso. From that moment 
on, tensions between the Tuareg and Ganda Iso increased, leading to multiple battles.

During the 2012 crisis, Ganda Koy and Ganda Iso chose to collaborate with the Malian 
army against the Tuareg, especially in the Gao region.79 The two militias merged during the 
conflict and created the CM-FPR, in order to advance their interests during the peace talks 
with Algiers. Since June 2014, the CM-FPR has been part of the ‘Platform’ (alongside one 
branch of the Arab Movement of the Azawad – MAA, and the Coordination for the People 
of Azawad – CPA). These groups are opposed to the ‘Coordination’ that gathers Tuareg and 
Arabs fighters from the MNLA, the HCUA, a group led by Mohamed ag Intallah and mainly 
composed of former Ansar Dine members, and the MAA.

Since the beginning of the Algiers peace talks in April 2014, Bamako has decided to 
support the GATIA, a Tuareg militia backed by the Malian army (and controlled by General 
ag Gamou), in order to fight the MNLA. On top of its use of Songhay and Fulani groups, 
Bamako further divided the northern ‘front’ by actively engaging Tuareg fighters against the 
rebels. In deciding to do so, the Malian government gave its implicit consent to a de facto 
‘tribalisation’ of the conflict, which has had serious consequences for the security situation in 
the north and for current negotiations on a solution to the conflict.

Conclusion

The history of national and inter-community violence in Mali has accompanied the post-
colonial state-building process. Since 1963, rebellions and other security crises have 
challenged Malian unity and the legitimacy of ‘Bamako policy’ in administrating the 
national territory. The diversity of the Malian population has been used as a divide-and-rule 
instrument, first by French colonists and then by post-colonial politicians, in order to assert 

76 McGregor, A., ‘The Sons of the Land: Tribal Challenges to the Tuareg Conquest of Northern Mali’, 
Terrorism Monitor, 10(8), April 2012, 8-11.

77 The official year of its creation is 2009. Ganda Iso has, however, been active since 2008. 
78 On 14 September 2008, a fight broke out in Gao between a group of Ganda Iso (allegedly led by Diallo) and the 

men of Gamou. On 16 September 2008, another battle between the two groups erupted in Fafa (Eastern Mali), 
the hometown of Ahmadou Diallo. On 1 January 2009, members of Ganda Iso launched a grenade attack on 
three prominent Imghad leaders in Timbuktu, followed by a similar attack in June 2009, against a Tuareg camp 
in Tessit (in the Gao region). For more information on these attacks, see Wikileaks., U.S. Embassy Bamako 
cable 09BAMAKO3, 5 January 2009. 

79 Reports highlighted that the post-coup Malian military had ‘resumed its old patronage of the Ganda 
movements by providing food and military equipment to 1,000 members’ – McGregor, A., op. cit. For more 
information on these groups, see Diarra, A., ‘Nord Mali: Ganda Iso et Ganda Koy entrent en action dans la 
région de Gao’, L’indépendant, 28 March 2012.
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their authority in the north, but also by the Tuareg noble class to impose its leadership upon 
the entire community.

All past peace agreements have failed, partly because of this disunity and the difficulty, in 
that context, of satisfying the interests of all communities (which would, in turn, guarantee 
a post-conflict stability). Because local interests differed, and were even sometimes 
incompatible, past agreements have not been able to sustain a viable peace between north 
and south and within the northern communities. Since independence, tensions and regular 
episodes of violence have deepened national antagonisms and fed southern resentment 
towards the ‘armed bandits of the north’. The growth of illicit trafficking and criminal activities 
in the north also encouraged Bamako’s historically ‘tough’ posture. Excessive militarisation 
of the problems in the north, the failure to address the economic dimension of the crisis, 
and discretionary benefits dispensed to a small number of affiliated or friendly clans, have 
exacerbated tensions. Past ‘solutions’ have further complicated political discussions and 
postponed any viable, and essential, debate on Mali’s national equilibrium, especially at 
economic and political levels.

The extreme fragmentation of community interests, especially in the north, should encourage 
reflection on (i) the minimal model for inclusiveness (which groups and leaders are most 
representative among each community in order to enhance the presence of the state 
across the entire country) and (ii) the common denominator between all groups in terms of 
grievances and demands.

Economic and political rebellions, nationalistic postures and partial regional mediations have 
made discontent part of the structure of north-south relations, and eventually led to declining 
interest in the quite legitimate roots of the crisis. While rebel entrepreneurs (such as Iyad 
ag Ghali for instance) and some southern politicians share a common responsibility for the 
conflict, other actors have acted as ‘passive co-producers’ of tensions between north and 
south.

Regional interference and the regional leadership race between Algeria and Libya have 
played a part in aggravating the disagreements between Malian communities. Moreover, with 
increased security threats in the Sahel (trafficking, hostage taking, terrorist attacks), some 
Western countries have decided to tackle these issues directly and make Mali a stronghold of 
the international ‘war(s) on terror’. This trend will be dealt with in the next chapter.
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3. A playing field for 
foreign powers

While Mali has long been considered as a relative ‘no interest’ zone by the international 
community (because of its apparent democratic normality and the absence of strategic 
resources), other African countries, such as Libya and Algeria, have made this country, and 
the northern regions in particular, central to their Sahel leadership strategies. The inability 
of the Malian government to assert its political and military presence in the northern areas 
has greatly facilitated those foreign interferences. Amadou Toumani Touré’s voluntary 
relinquishment of state sovereignty in some northern areas exacerbated that sense of 
impunity. At the same time, fragmentation between northern communities has provided Mali’s 
neighbours with the ideal levers to establish their presence and/or their leadership in the 
region. For security, political or economic reasons, other countries in the region have used 
this area for their own gains, and thereby directly contributed to local instability and national 
tensions between north and south.

On the international side, the 9/11 terrorist attacks and the growing number of kidnappings 
of Westerners in the country since 2003 have progressively made the country a central point 
of implementation for new security doctrines. The United States and France, for instance, 
decided to significantly augment their security and military programmes in the region. 
Despite growing suspicion regarding collusion between the Malian regime, trafficking groups 
and bandits in the north, Bamako’s authorities remain one of the main beneficiaries of foreign 
aid in the Sahel. However, by deliberately emphasising security issues and, as a consequence, 
setting aside other issues such as development or historical distrust between north and 
south, international programmes have fed the resentment between Malian communities.

This chapter addresses the roots of northern Mali’s attraction to other regional powers and 
the consequences of foreign interests on local dynamics and national unity. It also details the 
security programmes that have been implemented in the region since the early 2000s and the 
lack of national ownership that have fostered tensions and precipitated the 2012 breakdown.

Regional interference based on geopolitical interest: 
Libya and Algeria

Since the 1960s, Tuareg rebellions and the gradual withdrawal of the Malian military from the 
north of Mali have fostered insecurity at national and regional levels. These armed struggles 
have created a ‘political economy of violence’80 in northern border areas – and economy 
based on arms, human and drug trafficking, which has fed criminal and terrorist networks 
while corrupting political actors.

80 This trend is not limited to Mali. Other Sahelian countries have been caught up in this political economy of 
conflict. For more information, see: Jourde, C., Décoder les multiples strates de l’insécurité au Sahel: Le cas 
Mauritanien, Centre d’Etudes Stratégiques de l’Afrique, September 2011, 1-8. 
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Regional neighbours have played a part in the implementation of this paradigm. While 
one would expect regional partners to try to diffuse the situation, evidence shows that 
some of them have taken advantage of insecurity in northern Mali to advance their own 
geopolitical interests.

Over the years, the north of Mali has became an area of strategic, economic and security 
interest for several regional powers, especially Libya and Algeria and, to a lesser extent, 
Morocco. While the influence of Morocco in northern Mali should not be downplayed,81 
Libya and Algeria have been the most active players in the region over the past 30 years.

Libya increased its mediation and support for insurgencies in the region in order to extend 
its political (and ideological) control over Tuareg communities. Algeria mainly used northern 
Mali to export its internal security threats and to militarily secure its own territory. These 
two strategies have had deep effects on the already fragile equilibrium of northern post-
colonial Mali.

Libya in Mali: support to rebels and patronage
The Libya of Colonel Qaddafi was involved in northern Mali as part of its greater ambition to 
control the Sahel. Animated by his desire to unify African countries around the Jamahiriya, 
Qaddafi set up the League of Grand Sahara Tribes project, which attracted the support of 
Tuareg communities eager to emancipate themselves from the control of the Malian state.82 
In the same vein, Qaddafi actively participated in the creation of the CEN-SAD (Community 
of Sahel-Saharan States) in 1998. Initially comprising Libya, Sudan, Chad, Niger, Mali and 
Burkina Faso, it expanded to finally encompass 28 states in 2008 and even stretched beyond 
the Sahel-Saharan zone. CEN-SAD, however, always excluded Algeria. Over the years, 
Qaddafi used the enormous resources provided by Libyan oil to financially, militarily and 
politically support African rebellions, using them against his neighbours. Northern Mali 
was no exception to this strategy, as Muammar Qaddafi continuously alternated between 
supporting the Tuareg in their rebellious aspirations and mediating in the aftermath of 
uprisings.83

The support Qaddafi gave to the Malian Tuareg (and the economic opportunities Libya 
provided to Malian economic refugees in the 1970s and 1980s) enabled him to recruit them 
into his Islamic Legion. This ‘integration policy’ was beneficial to both parties. On one hand, 
it allowed Qaddafi to build lasting allegiances with local populations in northern Mali while 
increasing his military power. The Tuaregs recruited into the Libyan army ‘special units’ were 
used by Qaddafi for his military projects (the war in Chad and Lebanon during the 1980s 
for instance). On the other hand, the recruited Tuareg soldiers hoped that the Libyan leader 
would financially and logistically back them once they were home again and making plans to 
rebel against the Malian government. However, this never materialised and the several Tuareg 
uprisings in Mali were launched with military equipment patiently gathered by the rebels 

81 Especially with regards to the smuggling of cannabis coming from the Rif Valley, in which the Moroccan 
authorities are, to some degree, involved. 

82 This project had been in Qaddafi’s mind for a long time but in 2006 during the Feast of Mouloud in Timbuktu 
he formally announced his intention to reunite all the tribes of the Sahara under one state. The project was 
rejected by Algeria.

83 Libya played the role of mediator in 2009. The ‘Sehba agreements’ were concluded between the North Mali 
Tuareg Alliance for Change (ATNMC), the Malian government and the Nigerien government, under the 
leadership of Libya. 
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rather than graciously provided by Qaddafi.84 The fall of his regime played a decisive role in 
the uprising in northern Mali.

For the Malian government, Libyan patronage presented an alternative to costly investments 
and somehow responded to consent-based sovereignty-sharing.85 The Libya of Muammar 
Qaddafi not only played a stabilising (and destabilising) political role with regard to the 
Tuareg rebellions, proposing mediation and sponsoring peace agreements (by, for instance, 
moving Tuareg rebel leaders out of northern Mali), it also greatly contributed to the Malian 
economy as assistance from Tripoli helped develop several economic sectors. Qaddafi paid 
for the construction of mosques, set up the Malian national television network in the 1980s, 
and financed the Malian government complex.86 Those investments gained him support from 
the Malian government and some sectors of the population.87

Libyan investments in Mali were accompanied by a significant flow of economic migrants in 
the opposite direction. Since the droughts of the 1970s, the gradual collapse of the pastoral 
economy, and the political isolation of northern populations, generations of young people in 
search of employment have taken the route to Libya.88 There, these ishumars (derivative of the 
term chômeurs, or unemployed) engaged in trans-border activities, ranging from seasonal 
employment to informal or criminal trafficking. Those economic opportunities allowed 
northern Mali to survive difficulties ‘through the financial and material flux allowed by the 
Libyan leader’.89 It was also in Libya that the ishumar protest culture was developed, infusing 
and unifying rebel Tuareg projects in the 1990s.90

When Qaddafi’s regime collapsed in 2011, Mali was deprived of one of its main political 
brokers and economic benefactors. Together with the heavy weapons that accompanied 
returning well-equipped and well-trained Tuareg ‘vigilantes’ of the Islamic Legion, this 
development precipitated the outbreak of the 2012 crisis.

But Libya was not the only country trying to impose its regional hegemony through northern 
Mali. Algeria, seeing the northern regions of Mali as its own backyard, regularly intervened in 
the internal affairs of its southern neighbour.

84 The 2012 rebellion was conducted with military equipment stolen from several Libyan military barracks when 
the regime fell. It was not offered by Qaddafi himself. 

85  See for instance Klute, G., ‘De la chefferie administrative à la para-souveraineté régionale’, in: Horizons 
nomades en Afrique sahélienne, ed. Bourgeot, A., Paris, Karthala, 1999, 167-181.

86 Gettleman, J., ‘Libyan oil buys allies for Qaddafi’, New York Times, March 2011, http://www.nytimes.
com/2011/03/16/world/africa/16mali.html?_r=0 (accessed 24 November 2014).

87 In the words of Amadou Toumani Touré, after the death of Qaddafi: ‘Libya has made substantial investments 
in the hotel, tourism, agriculture and banking industry, contributing to our development. I will not today, 
as others, spit on the Jamahiriya and its Guide.’ Offner, F., ‘A Kadhafi le Mali reconnaissant’, Slate Afrique, 
10 November 2011, http://www.slateafrique.com/61421/kadhafi-le-mali-reconnaissant-libye-hommage 
(accessed 15 December 2014). 

88 Deycard, F. and Guichaoua, Y., ‘Whether you liked him or not, Gadaffi used to fix a lot of holes’, African 
Arguments, 8 September 2011, http://africanarguments.org/2011/09/08/%E2%80%98whether-you-liked-him-
or-not-gadaffi-used-to-fix-a-lot-of-holes%E2%80%99-tuareg-insurgencies-in-mali-and-niger-and-the-war- 
in-libya-%E2%80%93-by-frederic-deycard-and-yvan-guichaoua/ (accessed 7 December 2014).

89 ibid. 
90 International Crisis Group, July 2012, op. cit. 

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/16/world/africa/16mali.html?_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/16/world/africa/16mali.html?_r=0
http://www.slateafrique.com/61421/kadhafi-le-mali-reconnaissant-libye-hommage
http://africanarguments.org/2011/09/08/%E2%80%98whether-you-liked-him-or-not-gadaffi-used-to-fix-a-lot-of-holes%E2%80%99-tuareg-insurgencies-in-mali-and-niger-and-the-war-in-libya-%E2%80%93-by-frederic-deycard-and-yvan-guichaoua/
http://africanarguments.org/2011/09/08/%E2%80%98whether-you-liked-him-or-not-gadaffi-used-to-fix-a-lot-of-holes%E2%80%99-tuareg-insurgencies-in-mali-and-niger-and-the-war-in-libya-%E2%80%93-by-frederic-deycard-and-yvan-guichaoua/
http://africanarguments.org/2011/09/08/%E2%80%98whether-you-liked-him-or-not-gadaffi-used-to-fix-a-lot-of-holes%E2%80%99-tuareg-insurgencies-in-mali-and-niger-and-the-war-in-libya-%E2%80%93-by-frederic-deycard-and-yvan-guichaoua/
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Algeria’s natural backyard
Despite considering itself as the champion of anti-colonialism and anti-imperialism because 
of its constitutional doctrine of non-interference, Algeria never refrained from being involved 
in Malian affairs. The continuous rebellions in northern Mali actually offered Algiers the 
opportunity to establish itself as a responsible regional actor, as showcased by its many 
mediations between Bamako and the Tuareg rebels (Tamanrasset agreements in 1991, 
mediation in 1992, Algiers agreements in 2006 and also in 2015).

The diplomatic role Algiers wanted to play in order to assert its regional leadership also 
encouraged a strong mobilisation in the global fight against terrorism. Since its own civil 
war in the 1990s, Algeria has engaged in a ferocious counter-terrorist enterprise against 
domestic terrorist groups. This has not always been a success, as the Groupe Islamique Armé 
(GIA) and the Groupe Salafiste pour la Prédication et le Combat (GSPC) managed to make 
terrorist attacks against government targets on numerous occasions.91 This led the Algerian 
government to intensify its efforts and launch a repression and infiltration programme. 
That policy proved to be successful as it reduced the level of violence within Algeria and 
created tensions within the GSPC.92 The consequence of this success was a displacement 
of the terrorist threat to peripheral deserted areas, such as northern Mali.93 From there, the 
organisation began to operate in the Sahel region, making a living out of hostage-taking 
(mainly Western hostages) and trafficking.

The expansion of GSPC activities to sub-Saharan countries, with no comparable military 
capabilities (Mali, Niger, Mauritania), had deep destabilising effects. The allegiance of the 
GSPC to Al Qaeda in 2007 and its change of name to AQIM, increased the terrorist threat, 
as the organisation was now backed by a major terrorist network.

Moreover, Algeria’s ambiguous posture in the region also had negative consequences on 
the stability of the Sahel. First, Algiers tried to set up a coordinated regional response to 
cross-border terrorism. This was highlighted by the signing of the Tamanrasset Plan in 2009 
by Mali, Niger, Algeria and Mauritania, which led to the creation, in 2010, of a Comité d’Etat-
Major Opérationnel Coinjoint in Tamanrasset (CEMOC – a joint military operations centre) 
and of a joint intelligence cell in Algiers (UFL). The effectiveness of CEMOC and the joint 
intelligence centre have been regularly questioned by some who argue that the arrangement 
was designed ‘in part, to ward off Western military intervention in response to terrorist and 

91 During the 1990s, the GIA initiated a brutal military campaign of resistance against the Algerian government. 
The group committed terrorist attacks on soldiers and police officers but also on Algerian civilians and foreign 
workers residing in the country. This strategy was disapproved of by some GIA members, who, in turn, decided 
to create the GSPC. For more information, see Laremont, R., ‘Al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb: Terrorism and 
Counterterrorism in the Sahel’, African Security, 4(4), 2011, 242-268.

92 Hassan Hattab, the historical founder of the GSPC, was replaced by Nabil Sahraoui, Abdelmalek Droukdel and 
Ammari Saifi, in 2003.

93 The change in GSPC leadership also played a role in the delocalisation of the terrorist threat. The three new 
leaders started a process of ‘sahelisation’, turning their operations further to the south. This process needs to 
be understood with regard to the philosophy of Abdelmalek Droukdel, which differs considerably from that of 
Hassan Hattab. While Hattab concentrated his terrorist attacks on Algerian targets, Droukdel had a view of 
jihad similar to that of Osama Ben Laden – emphasising the fight against the ‘far enemy of Islam’(i.e., the US 
and European states). This led the GSPC to plead allegiance to Al Qaeda and change its name to Al Qaeda in 
the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM). Under this appellation, the organisation began to operate in the Sahel region, 
making a living from hostage-taking (mainly Western hostages) and different kinds of trafficking. For more on 
this subject, see Laremont, R., op. cit. 
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criminal threats in the region’.94 Any external military intervention is seen by Algeria as a 
direct affront to its national sovereignty. Whether these assertions are accurate or not, Mali 
has directly suffered from the intensification of Algeria’s domestic fight against terrorism.

Second, Algeria’s counter-terrorism cooperation with regional countries, and especially with 
Mali, has remained limited and dependent on its own interests. Algiers, indeed, considered 
Bamako to be insufficiently committed to the fight against AQIM, too eager to facilitate 
the liberation of terrorist prisoners, and too quick to pay ransoms for Western hostages.95 
Bamako, contrastingly, viewed Algiers as being unwilling to use its military superiority to 
capture AQIM cells that crossed Malian borders, despite the droit de poursuite conferred by 
Malian authorities.96 Some international observers even accused Algerian elements from the 
Departement du renseignement et de la sécurité (DRS) of ‘leveraging control over military 
operations and influence within Tuareg communities to profit from lucrative Sahel smuggling 
operations’.97 Others argued that Algeria sought to dominate parts of the Sahel that could 
hold gas or mineral reserves.98

The permanence of a terrorist threat in the Sahel and the de facto inability of countries in the 
region to address instability have encouraged other international partners, especially France 
and the US, to implement their own security strategies. However, rather than focusing on 
the root causes of insecurity and addressing economic tensions and political frustrations, 
the approach of the international community has indirectly contributed to a worsening of 
the situation. Mainly focused on fighting terrorist groups and traffickers, especially after the 
9/11 terrorist attacks, international partners have neglected other aspects that could have 
prevented the insecurity from growing, for example supporting local economic development 
and involving Malian actors in order to create stability.

The security focus of the international community

The 9/11 terrorist attacks, the growing influence of the GSPC in northern Mali and the 
spread of a terrorist threat at the gates of Europe have contributed to decisive international 
engagement in the Sahel. The kidnappings of Westerners in 2003 highlighted the human 
costs and the potential economic consequences (supply of raw materials, especially uranium 
in Niger) of instability in the Sahel, and, therefore, encouraged unprecedented actions.

This section focuses on international programmes that have been implemented to fight 
terrorism and reduce insecurity in the Sahel. It evaluates their effects in the light of a negative 
Malian security assessment that culminated in the 2012 crisis.

94 Arieff, A., Algeria and the crisis in Mali, Institut Français des Relations Internationales (IFRI), July 2012.
95 Ammour, L., Regional security cooperation in the Maghreb and Sahel: Algeria’s pivotal ambivalence, African 

Center for Strategic Studies, February 2012.
96 ibid. 
97 Arieff, op.cit; based on Bouhlel-Hardy, Guichaoua, Tamboura (2007). ‘Tuareg crises in Niger and Mali’, Minutes 

from IFRI seminar held in November 2007, published in January 2008.
98 Lohmann, A., Who owns the Sahara? Old conflicts, new menaces: Mali and the Central Sahara between Tuareg, 

Al Qaida and Organized Crime, Friedrich Ebert Stiftung (FES), June 2011. Sonatrach withdrew from Mali in 
2012, when the hostilities began. However, when Algeria decided that negotiations between the rebels and 
the Malian government would take place in Algiers, Sonatrach contacted the director of the Autorité pour la 
promotion de la Recherche Pétrolière au Mali (Aurep – Malian national company for oil prospecting) to ensure 
that its exploration contract was still valid. Sonatrach added that once the situation was back to normal in 
Mali, it would undertake exploratory drilling. For more information on this matter, see: Bayle, T., op.cit.
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The Sahel: from a terra nullius to a hotspot in the ‘arc of crisis’
While the assessment of the global weakness of West African states (instability, porous 
borders, corruption) should have encouraged international partners to implement a 
comprehensive approach covering security and development issues, the US and France 
decided to pressure local countries mainly on matters of security. This military focus set aside 
a range of issues considered to be secondary, such as economic development, infrastructure 
investment or enhancement of the political representation of northern populations. 
International security incentives have, indeed, led to exclusively military-oriented programmes 
that, in some specific cases, bypassed national sovereignty. These included foreign 
intelligence and special forces acting in deserted areas of the Sahel.

Al Qaeda terrorist attacks in Western and African countries have made the Sahel a growing 
point of interest in terms of international security. West African states, especially Niger (which 
has been accused of selling uranium to Iraq) and Mali, decided to prevent criticisms and 
appear as resolute partners in the ‘global war on terror’. One month after the 9/11 terrorist 
attacks, Malian authorities decided to expel 50 Pakistani preachers from Bamako. In northern 
Mali, worshipers from the Pakistani proselytising organisation Jama’at al Tabligh, especially 
Tuareg Ifoghas, were closely watched by Malian intelligence for their alleged connections 
with radical Islamic networks.

Between 2001 and the 2012 crisis, the international community initiated several security 
programmes and allocated hundreds of millions of dollars to the fight against terrorism, 
whether through intelligence, special forces, military training or equipment. Those 
unprecedented efforts proved unable to reverse the constant deterioration in regional 
security, especially since February 2003 when 32 Westerners were kidnapped (seized in 
Algeria and detained in Mali). That event confirmed the existence of a terrorist threat in the 
Sahel, and stimulated a global effort to address security issues in the region.

International plans to fight terrorism in northern Mali
In 2002, the United States Pan-Sahel Initiative was launched to address security and terrorist 
issues in the Sahel and help countries to ensure their own stability. Starting with $7 million 
and a limited focus on Mali, Mauritania, Niger and Chad, the US initiative progressively 
expanded and became, first in 2004, the Trans-Saharan Counter Terrorism Initiative (TSCTI, 
with a $500 million budget over six years) and then, in 2005, the Trans-Saharan Counter 
Terrorism Partnership (TSCTP, four-year budget of $288 million). The US programmes 
involved several components, including political (led by the Department of State), economic 
(USAID) and military actions (‘Enduring Freedom’ AFRICOM operation).

In 2008, France decided to launch its Plan Sahel in Mali, Niger and Mauritania, to fight 
terrorism and assist local development programmes. It allocated €58 million to the 
programme, which has now been extended to others countries in the Sahel with the goal 
of enhancing security coverage. The Plan Sahel was coupled with a quick reaction force 
(Operation Sabre) and a permanent military presence in Dakar (Sénégal) and Libreville 
(Gabon). The Plan Sahel inspired other initiatives, especially from the European Union with 
the launch in 2011 of the Strategy for Security and Development (€600 million for good 
governance, development and conflict prevention programmes).

The French and US initiatives have, however, turned out to be almost exclusively security 
oriented and, intentionally or not, served to sideline other issues that they had initially 
pledged to deal with.
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Despite all these initiatives, Mali, for its part, only began to address security and development 
issues in 2010-2011.99 With financial support from the international community, the Special 
Programme for Peace, Security and Development in northern Mali (PSPSDN) was intended 

99 See Thiam, A., ‘Mali: ATT lance sa stratégie anti-Aqmi de développement du nord’, Jeune Afrique, 
10 August 2011, http://www.jeuneafrique.com/Article/ARTJAWEB20110810085636/ 
(accessed 5 January 2015). 

Map 5 International security responses
Source : OECD Sahara-Sahel Atlas 2014
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to assist the economic development of the north and prevent future destabilisation. Led by 
Mohamed ag Erlaf, a Tuareg Ifoghas from Kidal and a minister in the 1990s, the PSPSDN 
has been, quite ironically, a major cause of growing discontent in northern communities. 
With a €50 million budget, the PSPSDN was designed to address both security and 
development issues. The aim of the programme was to strengthen the capacities of the army 
(new garrisons and police stations) and, at the same time, create health centres, schools, 
grain banks, water supply, etc.

However, the programme turned out to be, once again, almost exclusively military-oriented 
and mainly managed through a southern diagnosis of the problems, featuring southern 
military units, excessive centralisation and the absence of local consultation. The PSPSDN has 
been extensively debated and contested, especially by a Tuareg advocacy network (Réseau 
plaidoyer en faveur de la paix, de la sécurité et du développement au Nord-Mali) led by 
Alghabass ag Intallah, deputy of Kidal and brother of the new Amenokal, the traditional chief 
of the Ifoghas community.100 Local communities were deeply disappointed by a programme 
they first considered to be an historic commitment, based on the 1992 Pacte national and 
2006 Algiers peace agreement, to northern populations. The creation of ‘Poles sécurisés 
de développement et de gouvernance’ without local consultation and the disproportionate 
resources allocated to security programmes instead of to development deeply sullied the 
image of the PSPSDN. In the end, the programme was seen by northern communities as 
a new attempt from Bamako to dominate the northern regions and impose an exogenous 
political order, therefore exacerbating northern resentment.

Security without trust: the failure of the fight against terrorism in 
northern Mali
The 2012 crisis also emphasised the discrepancy between international security efforts and 
the capabilities of the Malian security apparatus. The success of international assistance 
in addressing the security situation or supporting local ownership of military matters has 
been questioned. The speed and ease with which the armed groups took the northern 
cities between January and March 2012 has demonstrated both the weakness of the 
security programmes that have been implemented so far and the shortcomings of available 
(and shared) intelligence data regarding the resources and activity of terrorist organisations.

By marginalising contacts and good relations with local communities, the central government 
and its international partners have, in the end, weakened local ownership of the security 
programmes, which also explains the support given to armed groups by local populations. 
Islamist groups, indeed, have acted as a social security provider, fulfilling roles that the Malian 
government has been unable to deliver to northern population – for example, medical and 
food aid, schooling, financial donations for marriages, and fuel.

100 See International Crisis Group, op. cit., 6-7.
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Ransoms,101 political deals (exchanging hostages for prisoners)102 and electoral bargains 
(withdrawal of the Malian army from the north before the 2007 presidential elections) have 
also played major roles in undermining the security situation. In each case, they have fed local 
hostility towards national and international authorities and delayed the search for alternatives 
until it was too late.

Conclusion

Regional political and security interference in the Sahel played a major part in the lead-up 
to the 2012 crisis. By feeding rebellions through political support, economic assistance and 
military supply, or by fostering internal divisions within the northern communities, foreign 
countries bear significant responsibility for insecurity in the Sahel. As a wide-open political 
and social ecosystem, northern Mali has been highly vulnerable to foreign interference. The 
weakness of the Malian state and the biased lenses through which southern authorities saw 
northern issues, encouraged interference by other countries. Moreover, Algiers and Tripoli 
considered Mali as a strategic area for their leadership disputes.

The evolution of the international security paradigm generated by the 9/11 terrorist attacks 
has led to the involvement of new international actors in the Sahel region. The huge growth 
in criminal and terrorist activities, coupled with constant threats against Western nationals, 
culminated in the launch of heavily subsided programmes. However, the exclusive focus 
on security undermined the efficiency of those strategies, and had some unintended 
consequences for West African countries.

Some of these programmes, indeed, been used by local (i.e., southern) elites to consolidate 
their leadership positions. Overall, the Malian strategic ‘use’ of security rents for domestic 
purposes and the political domination of the northern desert areas have aggravated the long-
standing tensions between the central government and northern communities.

101 Ransoms for hostages generated large amounts of money for terrorist groups. Mokhtar Belmokthar, former 
Emir of AQIM and leader of Al Mourabitoune, allegedly netted an estimated $50 million in ransom payments. 
AQIM, on the other hand, is estimated to have made more than $90 million in ransom profits from 2003 to 
2013. For more information on ransoms, see for instance Aronson, S., ‘AQIM’s threat to Western interests in the 
Sahel’, CTC Sentinel, 28 April 2014, https://www.ctc.usma.edu/posts/aqims-threat-to-western-interests-in-
the-sahel (accessed 16 December 2014). 

102 In December 2014, Malian authorities confirmed that French hostage, Serge Lazarevic, had been released 
thanks to an exchange with four Islamist detainees. This was not the first time that the Malian government 
had made such a deal. In February 2010, to gain the support of Paris, Mali released four members of AQIM in 
exchange for Pierre Camatte, a French citizen. In January 2012, Malian authorities released two suspects in the 
Air Cocaine case in exchange for members of the Arab community (from which the two suspects belonged) 
who were forming militias to fight the MNLA. For more information, see Ag Emasseye, A., ‘Accord secret: deux 
narcotrafiquants Arabes libérés, des milices contre le MNLA’, Toumastpress, 7 January 2012, 
http://toumastpress.com/actualite/204-accord-secret-narcotrafiquants-milices-arabes-mnla.html 
(accessed 16 December 2014).

https://www.ctc.usma.edu/posts/aqims-threat-to-western-interests-in-the-sahel
https://www.ctc.usma.edu/posts/aqims-threat-to-western-interests-in-the-sahel
http://toumastpress.com/actualite/204-accord-secret-narcotrafiquants-milices-arabes-mnla.html
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Conclusions: a way out of 
recurrent crisis?

Just as the last three Malian crises failed to result in any viable settlement, but instead 
progressively deepened levels of distrust between the country’s various communities, the 
2012 conflict is seriously testing the resolve and the creativity of local and international 
bodies. As is plainly evident from recent history, military solutions and a counter-terrorism 
commitment in the Sahel are not sufficient in themselves to generate long-term stability in 
the region. Alongside these security initiatives, political dialogue and economic development 
need to remain a central part of the Malian normalisation process.

In addition to general efforts that must be made in terms of basic infrastructure (for instance, 
in social services and transport), youth unemployment, and political representation to foster 
national ‘reconciliation’, tensions between communities must also be addressed. Since 
independence in 1960, Mali’s precarious national unity has been built upon conflict and 
distrust between communities. Even within Tuareg and Arab clans, schisms and rifts have 
significantly weakened the political impact of rebellions and encouraged a policy of divide-
and-rule by the central state.

However, contrary to past crises, the 2012 conflict also introduced deep divisions between 
secular and separatist movements (such as the MNLA) and radical Islamic groups with 
strong links to international terrorist coalitions and foreign sponsors (the case of Ansar Dine). 
This has complicated analysis of the conflict and the search for quick and viable responses.

Featuring two different ‘platforms’ of non-state armed groups and six different 
‘representative’ groups (excluding several other terrorist organisations and community militias 
that are not present), the ongoing Algiers peace talks perfectly illustrate this complexity. 
Difficulties in addressing all the demands and identifying a common denominator between all 
participants have led to several delays in the negotiations.

Divisions within the mediation team, largely resulting from Algeria’s dominant role, and, 
before that, the growth in the number of regional and international initiatives, have also 
pushed back the start of the negotiation process. This lost time has played a significant role 
in furthering divisions between armed groups. It has also contributed to radicalising positions 
on both sides of the table, and giving the ‘most sovereign’, separatist and radicalised factions 
greater sway at the expense of more moderate positions.

All ‘representative’ actors and donors generally agree on the economic, political and security 
reforms needed to solve the crisis and address Malian issues over the long term. However, 
because they are too complex or too local, questions of local (i.e., Malian) ownership and 
incentives have been regularly sidelined in the stabilisation processes.

How might foreign partners support the Malian stabilisation process by pooling their efforts 
more effectively? How could Malian history help north and south reach a new form of 
settlement that is acceptable to all sides and bring about long-term stability in the country?
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International coordination as a first step to normalisation

The Tuareg rebellion in January 2012 and the military coup in March have brought into 
question not only Malian stability as a whole but also the capacity of international partners 
and/or regional leaders to manage a major crisis and to address, at one and the same time, 
a security conflict and a political breakdown.

ECOWAS, the African Union, the United Nations, the European Union and all of Mali’s 
bilateral partners have not fully succeeded in aligning their views and agreeing on a 
consensual solution. No fewer than six different mediators, High/Special representatives 
or Special Envoys have been involved in the Malian crisis,103 sometimes with no specific 
knowledge of Malian dynamics or local networks. Some of them have also been ‘bypassed’ 
by concurrent initiatives, either from their own organisation or by other private actors.104 None 
of those divided efforts succeeded either in quickly setting the main priorities or in exerting 
the necessary pressure on the junta or the northern armed groups, especially the MNLA 
and Ansar Dine – approaches that might have prevented undesired developments such as 
the radical Islamist occupation of the northern cities, and divisions between the main groups 
in the rebellion. The Ouagadougou agreement between the Malian interim government and 
representatives of the armed groups was only signed in June 2013, a year after the Islamist 
occupation of the north and several months after the launch of French-African military 
operations (Serval, MISMA, on 11 January 2013).

During that time, Mali’s interim authorities were weakened: President Traoré fled the country 
for medical treatment in May 2012 after being lynched by pro-junta members. On the 
northern front, the MNLA became marginalised by other groups, especially Ansar Dine and 
its allies from AQIM and MUJAO, which had more resources and were able to poach some 
low-paid combatants. Disunity inside the international community indirectly helped to change 
the nature of the Malian conflict.

Moreover, the inappropriate selection of mediators has had profound consequences on local 
politics. The choice of President Blaise Compaoré as a mediator, for instance, was interpreted 
as provocative, given the difficult historical relationship between Burkina and Mali (the two 
wars of 1974 and 1985), and Ouagadougou’s hidden political agenda in the region (support of 
political opposition, and destabilising interference105).

103 Former minister Tiébilé Dramé for Mali, President Blaise Compaoré of Burkina Faso for the ECOWAS (March 
2012), Pierre Buyoya for the African Union (October 2012), Romano Prodi (October 2012) and Said Djinnit for 
the United Nations, Michel Reveyrend de Menthon for the European Union (March 2013), Jean Felix-Paganon 
for France (June 2012).

104 The ECOWAS military staff, the AU Peace and Security Council (Ramtane Lamamra), the UN regional 
coordinator (David Gressly) the European external action service (Manuel Lopez Blanco) or the EU local 
delegations (Richard Zink). Among private actors were: Islamic NGOs, the Geneva Center for Humanitarian 
Dialogue, Sant’Egidio, and other informal groups (from the Internationale Socialiste, African or European 
masons, former Western diplomats, etc).

105 In Niger, Burkina Faso allegedly supports Mahamadou Issoufou’s main opponent, the former president of the 
National Assembly, Hama Amadou. In Mauritania, former president Blaise Compaoré’s Special Advisor, Liman 
Chafi, is meant to support some destabilising initiatives against President Mohamed Ould Abdel Aziz. In Mali, 
Burkina’s former head of state decided to support IBK’s challenger, Soumaila Cissé, during the last presidential 
campaign.
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While the presidential elections in July and August 2013 were supposed to prevent further 
destabilisation on the political side and give a new impulse to conflict resolution, they instead 
encouraged nationalistic postures and the questioning of foreign engagement. President 
Keita insisted on several occasions on the necessity of a Malian peace process, denouncing 
external interference and Burkina Faso’s alleged support for rebel armed groups. By openly 
advocating a greater role for Morocco – for which IBK’s election had constituted a great 
opportunity after decades of tensions, and the most practical way to counterbalance Algeria’s 
regional leadership – Bamako disavowed international efforts. By eventually accepting the 
Algerian mediation proposal a few months later (15 January 2014), the president not only 
discarded the Moroccan strategy for dealing with the MNLA (a secular separatist group), but 
also denied the role that international appointed representatives (from the ECOWAS, the AU 
or the UN) were meant to play in the political process.

The Ouagadougou agreement, the Moroccan meetings, the MINUSMA’s workshops, other 
bilateral initiatives and private efforts to facilitate crisis resolution paradoxically served to 
delay political rapprochement between north and south. The Algiers peace process (which 
started in April 2014) put an end to these poorly coordinated initiatives, but at the same time 
marginalised the existing mediation mandates. Moreover, with its fourth mediation in a Malian 
conflict since 1991, Algiers succeeded in imposing its leadership and ‘eliminating’ competition 
from other regional candidates. Even so, Algeria’s diplomatic comeback is still questioned in 
light of its general neutrality in the 2012 conflict and its past failure to support a long-term 
peace in Mali.

Besides the recent efforts undertaken to secure a viable peace agreement, the effectiveness 
of international long-term strategies in the region could also be questioned, especially 
regarding the large number of current initiatives and the lack of coordination between them. 
The French military operation Barkhane, the current updating of international strategies 
for development and security (French Plan Sahel, US Trans-Saharan Counter-Terrorism 
Programme, the EU strategy) and new multilateral programmes (such as UN or World Bank 
global strategies) might well point to the future divisions of labour between international 
actors in the Sahel. Insufficient synergy and increasing numbers of interlocutors could 
undermine clear support for stabilisation in Mali, and encourage local divisions over the main 
priorities to address – whether security, economic development or political reform.

Mistakes, uncoordinated efforts, contradictory messages and blurry priorities have 
complicated the prospects for dialogue and delayed a general consensus on the 
viable stabilisation of Mali. The time might have come to encourage endogenous and 
comprehensive approaches that could sustain long-term peace in Mali and the stabilisation 
process in the Sahel region.

Endogenous solutions to the Malian crisis

As a diverse society, Mali has always been confronted with cultural heterogeneity and local 
conflicts. Even though recent history highlights the tensions that exist within the Malian 
national community, other examples based on ancient traditions of conflict prevention 
could, in contrast, serve as way out of the crisis and support dialogue between conflicting 
communities. In order to maintain political unity, local authorities have historically developed 
tools of conflict prevention. Mali’s political culture could, as a consequence, be a great 
addition to international efforts and could help implement local and global stabilisation 
strategies.
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From the constitution of the Malian Empire in 1235 to the post-colonial Tuareg rebellions, the 
Malian central state has always had to deal with plurality and community tensions. However, 
in order to put an end to community conflicts and give the Malian state a ‘national’ unity, 
local authorities have used several methods to neutralise tensions and give to the numerous 
communities a common ground of understanding of peaceful cohabitation. The ‘joke 
relationships’ formula (Sinankuya or cousinage à plaisanterie) institutionalised by Soundjata 
Keita in the 13th century in order to dampen tensions between communities is one of the 
most symbolic, and still effective, methods.106

Cousinage is part of popular culture across the whole of West Africa. Even if the Sinankuya 
system has been partly perverted by the ‘democratisation’ process (which downplayed the 
importance of traditional groups and encouraged political use of this banter for electoral 
purposes), it could still be a useful tool for conflict prevention and inter-community dialogue.

Among other local ‘innovations’ that could fulfil a stabilising role in forthcoming years, the 
‘grins’ might be an effective way to foster dialogue and bring the central state and northern 
communities closer together. Created in the 18th century near Ségou (100km away from 
Bamako), the grins gather people, most of the time men, from the same age cohort to discuss 
or share social activities.

Grins are still one of the most efficient means for political, religious or social leaders to ‘take 
the temperature’ and communicate their intentions. Every political leader is connected to 
a specific grin, which he can lead (chef de grin), or not. During Amadou Toumani Touré’s 
regime (2002-2012), his grin was one of the most popular and prestigious in Bamako: any 
Malian who wanted to see or talk to the president outside the Koulouba palace tried to attend 
the grin. During the 2007 general elections, Ibrahim Boubacar Keita was heavily criticised for 
recurrent absence at his grin. Even today, #grin223 is one of the most popular requests on 
Twitter for people who want to be informed of the latest news.

Even though the ‘contemporary’ grins can sometimes only be seen as places where young 
unemployed people kill time by playing cards and drinking tea, or where politicians go to give 
out bribes, their political influence is still very important, especially in urban areas. They can 
be the starting point of popular discontent. But, by giving the young, elders and unemployed 
people a free space to discuss and even criticise the prevailing political, economic or 
religious powers, they also have a positive effect on the regulation of social tensions. As a 
consequence, grins are normative and operational reference points for discussion and 
dialogue, and could be part of the global stabilisation process, especially in terms of a 
bottom-up approach to the crisis.

106 For a general presentation of the Sinankuya rule, see Douyon, D., ‘Le discours diplomatique et démagogique 
du cousin plaisant au Mali’, Cahiers d’études africaines, 46 (184), April 2006, 10. For political use of the 
Sinankuya, especially in the context of the 2012 presidential race, see Ibrahim Boubacar Keita, Presidential 
programme 2007-2012, http://ibk2007.over-blog.net/article-10089802.html; Traoré, A.B.,(2014) ‘Sinankouya: 
Le Général Moussa Traoré dans la mouvance du cousinage à plaisanterie’, Maliweb, 8 March 2014, 
http://www.maliweb.net/societe/sinankouya-le-general-moussa-traore-dans-la-mouvance-du-cousinage-
plaisanterie-200794.html (accessed 6 January 2015) ; Kpatindé, F., ‘Présidentielle au Mali: le choc des 
vétérans’, Radio France Internationale, 6 August 2014, http://www.rfi.fr/afrique/20130806-mali-presidentielle-
choc-veterans-ibk-soumaila-cisse-ibrahim-boubacar-keita/#./?&_suid=141292901334605367508483710336 
(accessed 6 January 2015). 

http://ibk2007.over-blog.net/article-10089802.html
http://www.maliweb.net/societe/sinankouya-le-general-moussa-traore-dans-la-mouvance-du-cousinage-plaisanterie-200794.html
http://www.maliweb.net/societe/sinankouya-le-general-moussa-traore-dans-la-mouvance-du-cousinage-plaisanterie-200794.html
http://www.rfi.fr/afrique/20130806-mali-presidentielle-choc-veterans-ibk-soumaila-cisse-ibrahim-boubacar-keita/#./?&_suid=141292901334605367508483710336
http://www.rfi.fr/afrique/20130806-mali-presidentielle-choc-veterans-ibk-soumaila-cisse-ibrahim-boubacar-keita/#./?&_suid=141292901334605367508483710336
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Last, but not least, the long tradition of political dialogue and religious tolerance in Mali 
could encourage endogenous strategies designed to foster community inclusiveness and 
stabilisation. The collegial formula of power and the principle of political coalition have fed 
Malian political history for a long time (with varying uccess, despite the poor reputation it 
gained under the ATT presidency of). Through their association with dignitaries (federated 
clans, militaries or comrades-in-arms in the case of the Malian Empire, Talibes for the 
Toucouleur confederation, traders during Samory Touré’s reign, or Marabouts at the time 
of the Macina Empire), Malian leaders have strengthened the state and reinforced national 
unity. But religion has also played a very important role in this nation-building process. When 
95 percent of the 15 million inhabitants in Mali are Muslims, religious leaders represent 
an indisputable element of political order and social mobilisation. The 2009 debate on the 
proposal for a new family code107 clearly illustrated the strength of religious values in Malian 
society. It confirmed the need to meet with religious and traditional representatives to consult 
on changes in state policy and social reforms, and to use them as advocates in support of 
stability.

The large audiences attracted by religious representatives such as Mohamed Ould Cheickna 
Hamaoula (Chérif de Nioro), Cheikh Cherif Ousmane Madani Haidara (head of the Malekite 
movement), Imam Mahmoud Dicko (head of the High Islamic Council) and other popular 
preachers (Bandiougou Doubia, Soufi Bilali, etc) could encourage a broader dialogue on 
the main objectives of the stabilisation process and/or the favoured ways out of the 2012 
crisis. Considering the absence of true Islamic radicalisation in the country108 and, in that 
context, the need to implement more culturally grounded solutions to the crisis, religious and 
traditional actors could usefully assist Malian authorities.

If political authorities gave religious leaders a symbolic role in future national dialogue, 
alongside other relevant ‘moral figures’, the Malian government could maximise opportunities 
for long-term stability or, at the least, prevent any strong opposition in society.

Re-legitimating the Malian state

While decentralisation is seen as a panacea and the only viable solution to Mali’s long-term 
stabilisation, acceptance by local communities remains essential to any effort to strengthen 
and extend the Malian state. Imposing the central state on peripheral regions, sometimes 
with military means, has been one of the major causes of northern discontent for decades. 
While some northern representatives have been co-opted by Bamako in order to enhance 
Mali’s local legitimacy, they have mostly been heavily criticised and locally disowned. 
Mohamed ag Erlaf’s appointment as national coordinator of the PSPSDN was a clear 
illustration of that response. Under these circumstances, how could state presence in desert 

107 For more information, see: https://www.fidh.org/La-Federation-internationale-des-ligues-des-droits-de-l-
homme/afrique/mali/Le-nouveau-Code-de-la-famille 

108 All those religious leaders legitimated international military action in the north and only a few of them 
advocate the necessity of a (peaceful) debate on sharia (Mahmoud Dicko). Moreover, none of them openly 
supported AQIM or other radical Islamic movements’ activities during the occupation of the main northern 
cities. Among northern populations, radical Islam has only concerned a few minority of Tuareg or Arabs who 
were more attracted by the economic potentialities of their Islamic involvement than the ideological purposes 
of the armed groups. Foreign NGO activities or Arab-speaking preachers have been also vigorously opposed 
by most Malian religious leaders.

https://www.fidh.org/La-Federation-internationale-des-ligues-des-droits-de-l-homme/afrique/mali/Le-nouveau-Code-de-la-famille
https://www.fidh.org/La-Federation-internationale-des-ligues-des-droits-de-l-homme/afrique/mali/Le-nouveau-Code-de-la-famille
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areas be re-invented, and what would be the best way to represent northern interests in 
Bamako’s institutions?

Decentralisation instantly appears as one of the most viable solutions. However, since the first 
post-colonial regime of Modibo Keita, decentralisation programmes have been embezzled by 
southern and/or some northern elites and never directly benefitted local populations through 
better infrastructure or public services. Decentralisation remains one of the few options 
seemingly available to anchor the Malian state in the north and legitimate national identity 
in the peripheral regions. Other means, however, could provide opportunities to address the 
general issue of Bamako’s lack of legitimacy and provide effective responses to peripheral 
frustration and political misunderstandings.

One first line of approach would be to reform some of the existing institutions in order to 
make them more representative of Malian diversity, or more effective in improving the living 
conditions of local populations. Since 1992, for instance, the Haut Conseil des Collectivités 
Territoriales (HCCT) is meant to represent regional interests and Malian communities in 
the political decision-making process.109 However, because of its ‘consultative’ status and 
the indirect election of its members, the HCCT has never succeeded in shifting Bamako’s 
policy framework towards the north or legitimising the central state among northern groups, 
especially the Tuareg and Arabs. An electoral reform of the Council and more constitutional 
responsibilities for its members could improve HCCT efficiency and include regional interests 
more significantly in national policy. If a proposed ‘second chamber’ in Mali could be mainly 
regarded an opportunity for local leaders to access new economic rents, it could also be a 
way for local populations to be better represented and better informed on national policy (and 
programmes), and/or, more prosaically, to increase their access to some form of state-based 
income.

Another, and less cumbersome, option could be to give to Malian traditional leaders a legal 
role and, as already exists in Niger and Burkina Faso, some consultative prerogative on 
specific and possibly contentious issues. Traditional leaders generally have a moral role 
that could give them natural authority, and could be used to regulate tensions between 
communities. In Mali, because of the involvement of some traditional leaders with the 
dictatorial regime, democratic authorities have never allowed them to play an official role in 
the political field. Alongside political representatives and other moral authorities (religious 
leaders mainly), traditional chiefs could nevertheless play a positive role in managing tensions 
and streamlining relationships between local populations and the central state.

Regional examples could usefully inspire Malian authorities in that sense and help them to 
implement the current stabilisation process. Sharing a common history and ethnic similarities 
with Mali, Niger has also experienced several episodes of regional violence but, contrary to 
Mali, has succeeded in managing these tensions with creative solutions and innovative forms 
of inclusivity. In 2004, in order to end rebellions and prevent political issues from further 
destabilising the country, authorities decided, with the help of the United Nations (Agadez 
forum), to create a national council for political dialogue (CNDP). Jointly led by the majority 
and the opposition leaders, and placed under the patronage of Grands témoins (religious 
leaders, traditional chiefs), the council gathers all the existing political parties and relevant 

109 Created in 1992, the HCCT is composed of 75 members in the eight regions elected for five years and three 
appointed by the Haut Conseil des Maliens de l’Extérieur. 
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organisations to address a specific issue. It may be convened at the request of one of its 
members and only makes consensual recommendations. However, those recommendations 
are always proposed to government and then to the National Assembly, which can decide 
whether or not to legislate. Since its creation, the CNDP has successfully resolved many 
issues that could have otherwise led to a crisis or an exacerbation of tensions among 
parties (e.g., on electoral census, political zoning, electoral law, etc). The CNDP has greatly 
contributed to Niger’s stability and to central state legitimacy across the territory. It has so far 
facilitated the dialogue between Niamey and peripheral regions, and allowed those regions to 
draw the attention of the government to specific issues.

Because of similarities between the two countries, the model of the CNDP could be easily 
reproduced in the Malian context. Moreover, Mali already has similar, though fewer, 
institutional experiences throughout its recent political history. The Democratic Appeal 
Spaces (Espaces d’interpellation démocratique), for instance, which were established in 
1992, first succeeded in strengthening communication between the government and Malian 
citizens or civil associations after the first democratic elections. It helped the democratic 
authorities to familiarise populations with the new constitutional rules. Later, the model of 
Regional Concertation Spaces (Espaces de concertation régionale) and the Bamako Table 
Ronde, led in 1998 by Prime Minister Ibrahim Boubacar Keita, also gave the government 
the opportunity to secure the regime after the litigious elections of 1997 and to prevent any 
further destabilisation from the radical opposition that boycotted the scrutiny (Coalition of 
Opposition Political Parties – COPPO). By gathering representatives of the state, political 
parties, religious bodies, members of civil society and the diplomatic corps (370 participants), 
those exercises aimed to discuss the constitutional texts and to revise some litigious rules 
(creation of a parliamentary opposition status, authorisation of independent candidacies, 
etc)110 in order to foster political acceptance of the regime.

Those ad hoc or permanent tools could now help make the national authorities accountable 
to the local populations and develop lines of communications with all interested parties on 
a given issue. By establishing a new arena of supra-political dialogue, and giving a new 
responsibility in global stability to historically ignored groups, Malian authorities could foster 
the stabilisation process and help their own national legitimisation.

Mali’s path to stability calls for innovative solutions and creative ways to re-invent the 
presence of the state across the territory. Ancient or contemporary endogenous models, 
examples from neighbouring countries or reform of some existing institutions could lead to 
peace in the long run and to trust between communities.

110 See Chauzal G., Les règles de l’exception. La régulation (du) politique au Mali et au Niger, PhD dissertation, 
Bordeaux, 2011, 293.
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Abbreviations

ADC Alliance for Democracy and Change 

AQIM Al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb 

ARLA Revolutionary Liberation Army of Azawad

ATNMC North Mali Tuareg Alliance for Change 

ATT Amadou Toumani Touré

AUREP Authority for Oil Research 

CCAM Coordination des communautes arabes du Mali 

CEMOC Joint Military Staff Committee

CEN-SAD Community of Sahel-Saharan States

CM-FPR Coordination des Mouvements et Fronts Patriotiques de Résistance

CNDP National Council for Political Dialogue 

CNRDRE Comité national pour le redressement de la démocratie et la restauration de l’État

CPA Coordination for the People of Azawad 

ECOWAS Economic Community of West African States

FCFA Franc des Communautés Financières d’Afrique

FIAA Arab Islamic Front of Azawad 

FPA Front de Libération de l’Azawad 

FPLA Popular Liberation Front of Azawad 

GATIA Tuareg Imghad and Allies 

GIA Islamic Armed Group

GSPC Salafist Group for Preaching and Combat

IBK Ibrahim Boubacar Keita

HCCT High Council of Regional Authorities 

HCUA High Council for the unity of Azawad, 

MAA Arab Movement of Azawad

MINUSMA United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali

MNJ Nigerien rebel Movement for Justice 

MNLA National Movement for the Liberation of Azawad

MPA Movement for Azawad 

MPLA Popular Movement for the Liberation of Azawad 

MUJAO Movement for Oneness and the Jihad in West Africa 

NGO
OCRS

Non-governmental Organisation
Common Organisation of the Saharan Regions 

ORTM Malian Office of Radio and Television

PSPSDN Special Programme for Peace, Security and Development in northern Mali

RPM Rally for Mali

SONATRACH National Company for Oil Research, Production, Transportation and Trade

TSCTI Trans-Saharan Counter Terrorism Initiative

TSCTP Trans-Saharan Counter Terrorism Partnership

UDPM Union for Democracy and the Malian People

UFL Joint Liaison Unit
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